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Duringthe researchand developmentphasesof the ScoutProject,large




Retrievalof thesedocumentsis baseduponan assignedcodenumber
whichdenotesa filecabinetand approximatelocationwithinthatcabinet.
Therefore,knowledgeof the filingsystemcodenumberis necessaryfor
retrieval.
The ScoutProjectAutomaticDataSystemwas developedas a singleentry
multiplecross-referencefilingsystem. It was implementedto improvethe
overallmanagementefficiencyby_




c) answeringinquiriesfrom NASAHeadquartersand outsideagencies
for informationon a Scoutvehicle
d) helpingalleviatea rapidlygrowingstorageproblem.
The _IL LOG portionof thisautomated ata systemsatisfiestheabove
criteria.Thisprogram,with itsmultiplecross-referenceapability,operates





softwarepackage,MAIL LOG,developedfor the ScoutProJectAutomaticData
System,SPADS. The programis writtenin FORTRANfor the PRIME
300computersystemlocatedin Buildingll92-Eat NASA,LangleyResearch
Center. The MAILLOG programhasfourmodesof operationas shownin
Figurel:
l) INPUT - puttingnew recordsintothe database
2) REVISE- changingor modifyingexistingrecordsin the
data base
3) SEARCH- findingspecialrecordsexistingin the
database
4) ARCHIVE- storeor put away existingrecordsin the
data base.
The outputincludesspecialprintoutsof recordsin thedata baseand results
fromthe INPUTand SEARCHmodes.
TheMAIL LOG databaseconsistsof threemain subfiles: Incoming
and outgoingmailcorrespondence;DesignInformationReleases(DIR)and


















The purposeof thissectionis to providea descriptionof the
terminalactionsthe usermust performin orderto LOGINto the PRIME
computersystem,enterthe SPADSMAIL LOG program,and exitthe MAILLOG program.
Note thatall useractionsare terminatedwith a carriagereturn;designated
by the keymarkedRETURNon the terminal.
2.1 LOGIN
Useractionis designatedwithina rectangle.XXX representsthe user
initials;N is the terminallocationnumber;FIRand MN is the timethe user
enteredthe systemin hoursandminutes;and MMDDYYis themonth,day,and year.
[LoG ,xxx]
XXX (N) LOGGEDIN AT HR'MN MMDDYY
This loginallowsuser XXX to accessany of the activeprograms
on the SPADSsystem.
\2.2 PROGRAMENTRY
AftersystemLOGINis completed,the usermust specifythe program
selectionMAILLOG as follows:

















DO YOU WISHTO WORKWITHTHE DIR/REPORTDATA--- ENTERDIR
OR DRAWINGDATA --- ENTERDRAW
OR DAILYCORRESPONDENCE--- COR
OR QUIT --- QU
In orderfor the userto selectone of the fourmodesof operation,
one of threeFain data basesubfilesmust firstbe designatedas follows:









To leavethe programthe usermust enterQUITTWICEas shownbelow:








DO YOU WISHTO WORKWITH THE DIR/REPORTDATA--- ENTERDIR







The Mail Log DataBase is dividedintothreesections_
Correspondence;DesignInformationReleasesand otherEngineeringreports;
and informationpertainingto EngineeringDrawingsusedin the ScoutProject.
3.1 CORRESPONDENCEDATA
The Mail Correspondenceportionof the MAILLOG database is









The DesignInformationportionof the MAILLOG databaseconsists
of DesignInformationReleases(DIR's)and Reports.
3.3 DRAWINGSAND ENGINEERINGORDERSDATA






The purposeof this sectionis to providea descriptionof the
terminalactionsthe usermust performin orderto use the fourmodes
of operation:INPUT,REVISE,SEARCH,and ARCHIVE. Outputsresultingfrom
thesemodeswill be describedin section5.0.
The followingconventionsare usedto defineall useractions:
a) All useractions/responsesare enclosedwithina box.
b) All useractions/responsesare terminatedwitha carriage
return;designatedby the keymarkedRETURNon the terminal.





The usermust haveclearanceto executewithinthe INPUTmode_
otherwise,an invalidusermessagewill be displayedat the terminalas
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE. IF IT IS
NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORATEXT. 2621.
The Correspondencedatarecordfor eachdocumentconsistsof up
to sixteendataitemsas shownin Figure3. Followingeachcompletedocument
entry,all itemsare displayedon the terminalto be checkedfor errorsat
thistime. Aftera documentrecordhas beendeclaredcorrect,the specific
subfilemust be designatedin whichthisdocumentis to be stored. If all
documentscan not be enteredin one inputsession,the userhas a WAIToption
whichallowsthe dailyinputto be continuedat a latertime. This
continuationis declareduponre-enteringthe INPUTmode. If the WAIToption
is takenby mistakeand thereare no otherdocumentsto be entered,recovery
is accomplishedby declaringthisis NOT a continuationuponre-entryinto
the INPUTmode. When thishas beendone the usernow has three(3)options
fromwhichto choose:
a) Starta New Entry(NEW}
b) SpoolLastOutputAgain(LAST)
c) SpoolNew DataEntered(DATA)
Option(c)DATAwill spoolto the highspeedprintera sortedoutputof all
documentsenteredfor thatdailyinputsession.
Whena dailyinputsessionis complete,thisoutputis normally
spooledto the printerin two formats: a completerecordoutputand a brief
or partialrecordoutput. If a computeror printermalfunctionoccursduring
thisoutput,anothercopymay be obtainedby re,enteringthe INPUTmode as
previouslydescribedand selectingoption(b)LAST. Fora sampleof the





NO. DATAITEM ITEMFORMAT -
(1) _IL STATUS 2 characters
(2) AUTHOR/SOURCE 28 characters
(3) DOCUMENTDATE 6 characters- MMDDYY
(4) TO/ADDRESSEE 32 characters
(5) DOCUMENTLETTERNUMBER 18 characters
(6) SUBJECT I0 characters/word- 7 words
(7) ROUTING 3 characters- 6 entries
(8) INPUTDATE 6 characters- MMDDYY
(9) WA NUMBER/IDCODE 8 characters
(I0) CONTRACTNUMBER 20 characters
(ll) ACTIONDUE DATE 6 characters- MMDDYY
(12) REFERENCED OCUMENTS 18 characters- 6 entries
(13) FILESYSTEMCODE lO characters- 2 entries
(14) RESPONSIBLENGINEER 3 characters- 3 entries
(15) DAILYCOUNTER 4 characters
(16) * DESCRIPTION lO characters/word- 7 words
- 30 entries




Step#1 IS THISA CONTINUATIONOF INPUT(YESOR NO)
If Yes,go to #4
If No, go to #2
Step#2 DO YOUWISH TO STARTA NEW ENTRY(NEW)
OR SPOOLLASTOUTPUTAGAIN(LAST)
OR SPOOLNEW DATAENTERED(DATA)
If Newt 9o to #3
If Last_outputspooledto printer. Exitinputmode
If Data_90 to #3
Step#3 STANDBY. SYSTEMNOW PERFORMINGFILEHOUSEKEEPING.
SystempauseslO to 35 seconds. No userresponserequired.
Step#4 WELCOMETO THE MAILLOG FILE INPUTROUTINE.




Inputdesireddate fordailyinput- month,day_ andyear.
Note: Usermust skipa spaceto start.
Step#5 If Dataoptiontakenin Step#2, 9o to #31.
Ifdata optionnot taken_9o to #6.




Step#7 Entermail statusas 9iven.
If legalentry_entrydisplayedon terminal;9o to #8
This is donefor a!! entriesto follow,









Step#12 (6)SUBJECT(7WORDS- lO CHAR/WORD)
I !
Step#13 (7) ROUTING
I I{ I! !I !! I!
Step#14 (8)INPUTDATADATE
Note" Thisdatewill automaticallybe enteredfromthe current
dateearlierand be displayedon terminal
Step#15 (9)W.A. NUMBER/ID.CODE
] I
If thisW.A.numberis foundin the contracttablet the contract
numberwill be automaticallyenteredand displayedon the terminal;
9o-to#18. If not foundin table,_o to #16.
Step#16 IS THEREA CONTRACTNUMBERFOR THISDOCUMENT(YESOR NO) \
If Yes,go to #17


















! !! I! !
Step#22 HOW HANYDESCRIPTIONSARE TO BE ENTERED(MAXOF 30)
EnternumberX
(15)DESCRIPTIONOF DOCUMENTTRANSMITTED
7 WORDS- lO CHAR/WORD
! !





If CORm go to #26
If REV_go to #24
Step#24 HOW MANY ITEMSDO YOU WISH TO REVISE(MAXOF 14)
Ixx !
EnternumberXX




Branchesto data itemto be revlsed_then
returnsto #23
Step #26 WHICHSUB-FILEIS THISRECORDTO BE STORED(NUMBER}
I. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION 2. MEI40/LETTER
3. _'X/MAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX 4. ANNOUNCEMENT
5. PURCHASEREQUEST 6. MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT
Step#27 If referencedocumentfieldis blank,go to #30
If not blank_the followingmessageis displayed
•STANDBY. SYSTEMNOW IN AUTOMATICUPDATEF_DE
Step#28 If worddelayor delayedis foundin the subJect_go to #29
If approvals,approved_disapproved,disapproval_or disposition
of the above,go to #30
- 14-
Step #29 ACTIONDUE DATE_I-DD-YY
MMDDYYrepresentsthe old dateactualdlsplayed
month_day_and_ear
ENTERNEW DUE DATE (IFNONE,REPEATOLD DATE)
MMDDYY
Step #30 FURTHERDATATO BE INPUT(YESOR NO)
If Yes_go to #6
If No, go to #31
Step#31 DO YOU DESIRETHE DAILYOUTPUT(NOWOR WAIT)
If Now_go to #32
If Wait_exitfrom inputmode
Step #32 WILL YOU WANTA COMPLETEDATA PRINTOUTALONGWITHTHE DAILY
BRIEFOFFICEOUTPUT(YESOR NO)
If Yes_formatsand spoolsbothcompleteand briefoutputs
to the highspeedprinter






The usermust haveclearanceto executewithinthe REVISEmodel
otherwise,an invalidusermessagewill be displayedat the terminalas
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOTVALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE.
IF IT IS NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATOR
AT EXT.2621.
This restrictionis deemednecessarybecausethe REVISEmode allowsa user
to reviseany partor all of the documentitems. In addition,the useralso
has thecapabilityof deletingthe entiredocumentrecordfrom itsspecific
data basesubfile.
To reviseor deletea document,the inputdataand dailycounter
code is neededas the uniqueidentifierfor its location.Additionaltime
can be savedif the useralso knowsin whichof the six (6)correspondence
data subfilesthe documentis stored. The REVISEmode alsocan givethe user
manualreviseor deletecapabilityfor documentsin theActionDue file.
- 16-
c4.1.2.2 ACTION!RESPONSEDURINGREVISEMODE
Step #I PLEASEENTERTHE INPUTDATEAND COUNTCODEOF THE DOCUMENT
TO BE REVISEDORDELETED
! !I !
Step #2 IS THIS A SPECIALACTIONDUESUBFILEREQUEST
" If Yes_go to #5








HOW MANYSUBFILESDO YOU WISHTO OPEN
.......
Enternumberto be searched
If X:6_go to #5
If X_6_go to #4
Step#4 DO YOU WANT SUBFILENUMBERN (YESOR NO)
WhereN is filenumberl thru 6.
,RepeateduntilX numberof filesdesignated
Step #5 Documentdispla_gd on terminal when found
IS THISTHE CORRECTRECORDTO BE REVISEDOR DELETED(YESOR NO)
If Yes_ go to #6
If Not continue search for document. Whenfound repeat Step #5















! !! !! !
Exitfrom REVISEmodeafterbriefpauseto updatefile
- 18-
Step#6 IS THISRECORDTO BE REVISEDOR DELETED(RE'VOR DEL)
If Rev,do to #7
If Del_recorddeleted;exitrevisemode
Step#7 If actiondue filepreviouslyselectedin Step#2_ 9o to #11.
Step #8 HOW MANY ITEMSDO YO WISHTO REVISE(MAXOF 14)
EnternumberXX
Step#9 INPUTTHE ITEMNUMBERTHATYOU WISHTO REVISE
F,N.........i
EnternumberNN. RepeatXX numberof times. Branchto data
itemNN to be revised. See inputmode (4.1.I.2Steps#6
thru#22).
Step#10 Entirerecorddisplayedon terminal.Checkrecordfor errors:
If correct,enterCOR;Ifrevisionneeded_enterREV; If COR,









If X=l,go to #12
If X=2,go to #13
If X=3,go to #14
If X=4,go to #15




Of the sixteen(16)posslbledata itemswithina documentrecord,
eleven(II)are searchable.The resultingoutputsfromthesesearchesvary
fromfive (5)to eight(8)data items. See Figure4. Allsearchesexcept
for theActionDue Datesearchhavea multiplesubfileselectioncapability
in whichany singleor combinationof the six subfllesmay be used. The
ActionDue Datesearchautomaticallysearchesall six subfiles.Thereis a
specializedAll searchwhichoutputsall documentsin a specifiedsubfileor
combinationof subfiles.However,it is not reconTnendedthatthe general
usercallfor the searchALL option.
The searchesmay alsobe assignedfor a particulartimeframe. If
no timeframeis selected,•the firstvaliddate becomestheearliestdate in
the databaseand the lastvaliddatedefaultsto 12-31-99.Of course,the Action
Due Date,Documentdate,and InputDatesearchesdo not use the time framing
capability.However,the Documentand InputDatesearchescan retrieveentlre
month'sor an entireyear'sworthof databy entering00. For example,entering
II0078wouldresultin findingall thedocumentswithinthe data basein the
eleventhmonth,November,for theyear 1978. Likewise,an entryof 000078would
retrieveall documentsfor theyear 1978. See Figure5.
Ifmany documentsare foundduringa searchand it is observedthat
neededinformationwillsoondisappearfromthe screen,the usermay temporarily























** ONLY OUTPUTDURINGAN ACTIONDUE SEARCH
*** OUTPUTIN ALL BUT AN ACTIONDUEOR ALL SEARCH





PARAMETER SUBFILESELECTION TIME FRAME







W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE ANY6 ANY
CONTRACTNUMBER ANY6 ANY






Step#I YOU ARE NOWVALIDATEDTO SEARCHDATA IN THE MAILLOG FILE -






















If DOC_IDD_ADD_or ALL selectedfor ke_ go to #7
Step#4 WHAT ISTHE FIRSTVALIDDATE
MMDDYY
Entermonth_day__ear




Step #6 If legal dates entered_ 9o to #7.
If not legal _ the following messageis displayecl:
ERRORIN DATES- PLEASETRY AGAIN
Go to #4









HOW MANYSUBFILESDO YOU WISHTO OPEN
iX
L
EnternumberX to be searched
If X=6,go to #10
If Xf6_go to #9
Step#9 DO YOU WANT SUBFILEHUrIBERN (YES OR NO)
WhereN is filenumberl thru6.
RepeateduntilX numberof filesdesignated
Step#10 If ke_,selectedis ALL_ go to #13
If ke_,selectedis NRE,9o to #15
If ke_ selectedis TO, 9o to #18
If key selectedis DOC,go to #21
If ke_,selectedis CON,9o to #24
If key selectedis CWN,9o to #27
If key selectedis AUTH,go to #30
If key selectedis DLN,_.oto #33
If keyselectedis IDD_go to #36
- 24 -
If k_selected fs SUB,go,to #3_
If key selected is MS_,ooto #46
Step#II THIS IS THE ACTIONITEMDUE DATE ROUTINE
NOTE- BREAKKEYHAS BEENDISABLEDFORTHIS RUN
THEREARE TWO (2)OPTIONSFOR THE ACTIONDUE SEARCH
I. A COMPLETELISTINGOF ALL ACTIONDUE (1)
2. A NORMALWITHIN5 DAYSOR PASTDUE (2)
EnternumberX
Step #12 If nonefound,the followln9 messageis displayed:
THEREARE NO DOCUMENTSAWAITINGACTION
IF YOUWISHTO CONTINUE,DEPRESSTHE RETURN
When returnkey is usedX 90 to #1
If documentsare found,'aheaderis displayed.
Documentdatathenfollows. See Figure37. Afterthe last





Step#13 THIS IS THE PRINTALL ROUTINE
ALL DOCUMENTSIN THE MAILLOG FILEWILL BE PRINTED
Step#14 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Eioure15.
Theoutputfileis spooled. See EiBure16. Exitsearchmode.
Step#15 RESPONSIBLENGINEERSEARCH





Step @16 A header followed bv documentdata is dtspla)'ed. See Figure 17.
Termlnalmessa_]eIs dlsplayedafterlastfound.
THEREAREXXXDOCUMENTSWITHA RESPONSIBLEENGINEEROFAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAA are
is initialsenteredfor search
Step #17 IF YOU WISHTO CONTINUE,DEPRESSTHE RETURNKEY
When returnkey is used_9o to #I
Step#18 THIS IS THE WHO TO/ADDRESSEESEARCH
WHAT IS THE DESIREDADDRESSEE
I-A.....1
EnternameAAAAup to 32 characters.Lastname_commas,space,
first initial _ period, space_ middle initial, period.
Step#19 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Figure19.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHAN ADDRESSEEOF AAAA
WhereXXXrepresentsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA the
addresseeenteredfor search





Step#22 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Figure21.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA DOCUMENTDATEOF MM-DD-YY
- 26 -
WhereXXX representsthenumbe_rof documentsfoundand _DDYY
is the documentdate entered:_or_search.
t j •
Step #23 Go to #17
Step#24 CONTRACTNUMBERSEARCH
- WHAT IS THE DESIREDCONTRACT
EntercontractnumberAAAAup to 20 characters
Step#25 A headerfollo_mdby documentdata is displayed.See Figure23.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA CONTRA.CTNUMBEROF AAAA
WhereXXXrepresentsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
contractnumberenteredfor search.
Step#26 Go to #17
Step#27 W.A. NUMBER/IDCODESEARCH
WHAT IS THE DESIREDCODE
[NN_iN-ilII_
EnterW.A. No. NNNNand ID Code IIII
Step #28 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Figure25.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA W.A. NUMBER/IDCODEOF NNNNIIII.
WhereXXX representsthenumberof documentsfoundand NNNNIIII
is the W.A.number/IDcodeenteredfor search.
Step #29 Go to #17.
- 27 -
Step#30 THIS ISTHE DOCUMENTAUTHOR/SOURCESEARCH
WHAT IS THE DESIREDAUTHOR/SOURCE
EnterAuthor/SourceAAAAup to 28 characters.Note: Author- last
name_space_firstinitial_perlod_spacemiddleinitial,period.
Step#31 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Figure27.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHAN AUTHOR/SOURCEOF AAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
author/sourcenteredfor search
Step #32 Go to #17
Step#33 DOCUMENT/LETTERNUMBERSEARCH
WHAT IS THE DESIREDDOCUMENTNUMBER
EnterdocumentnumberAAAAup to 18 characters
Step#34 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Figure29.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITH DOCUMENT/LETTERNUMBEROF AAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
documentnumberenteredfor search.
Step #35 Go to #17
\
Step #36 INPUTDATADATESEARCHROUTINE
WHAT IS THE DATETHAT YOUWANT
MMDDYY
Enter date: month, day,yea__r
- 28 -
Step#37 A headerfollow_dby documentdata is displayed.See Figure31.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA DATEOF _-DD-YY
WhereXXX representsthenumberof documentsfoundand F_DDYYis
the inputdateenteredfor search.
Step #38 Go to #17
Step #39 HOW MANYWORDSDO YOUWISHTO MATCH(MAXOF 4)
EnternumberX
Step#40 WHAT IS THE DESIREDWORD
IAAAA
EnterwordAAAA
Ifword is qUIT,go to #45
Step #41 As eachsubjectis foundcontainin9 the desiredword_the subject
is displayedon the terminal.Followin9 the lastsubjectis
displayeda message.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSCONTAININGTHE WORDAAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is
thedesiredword entered.
Step#42 Steps#40 and #41 are repeatedX numberof timesfromStep #39,
unlesszero (0)documentsare found. If nodocumentsare found,
9o to #45.
Step #43 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayedafterthe last
word is searched.See Figure33.
Step#44 Go to #!7.
- 29 -
Step#45 DO YOU WISHTO TRY THE SUBJECTSEARCHAGAIN(YESOR NO)
If Yes__#oto #39
If No_Qo to #17






Step#47 If AA is a legalentry,go to #48.
IfAA not legal,messagedisplayed:
ERRORIN MAIL STATUSAA NOTALLOWABLE.
TRY AGAIN
WhereAA is themail statusentered,9o to #46.
Step#48 A headerfollowedby documentdata is displayed.See Fioure35.
Terminalmessageis displayedafterlastfound.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHAMAIL STATUSOF AA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AA is the
mail statusenteredfor search
Step#49 Go to #17
Step#50 DO YOUWANTA HARDCOPYOF THE INFORMATIONFOUND





The usermust be validatedto executein the ARCHIVE mode.
If not properlyloggedin,an invalidusermessagewill be displayed
on the terminalas follows:
SORRY,YOUARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE.
- IF IT IS NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
To archivea documentnot only is the inputdateand dailycountercode
needed,but alsothe specificdata subfilein whichit is located. After
theserequirementshavebeensatisfieda pauseof IS to 50 secondsoccurs
for the systemto updateallfilesinvolved.Whenthe documenthas been




DO YOU WISHTO WORKWITHTHE DIR/REPORTDATA--- ENTERDIR
OR DRAWINGDATA --- ENTERDRAW
OR DAILYCORRESPONDENCE--- COR
OR QUIT --- QU
- 31 -
4.1.4.2 ACTION/RESPONSEDURINGARCHIVEMODE
Step#1 PLEASEENTERTHE INPUTDATEAND COUNTCODEOF THE DOCUMENT.
TO BE ARCHIVED
! !1 !
Step#2 WHICHSUBFILEIS THIS DOCUMENTLOCATED:
I. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION 2. MEMO/LETTER
3. TWX/MAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX 4. ANNOUNCEMENT
5. PURCHASEREQUEST 6. MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT
EnternumberX of subfilel thru6






The usermust haveclearanceto executewithinthe INPUTmode;
otherwise,an invalidusermessagewill bedisplayedat the terminal.
Example
SORRY,YOUARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE. IF IT IS
NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
The DIR/REPORTdata recordfor eachdocumentconsistsof up to ninedata
items. See Figure6. The firstitementeredis the DIR/REPORTNumber.
The file is thencheckedfor a previousentrycontainingthisnumber. If
the numberis found,the userhas the optionto enterthe REVISEmode.
Normallychangesare requiredonlyto two data items:(8)Revisionand






NO DATA ITEM ITEMFORMAT
(I) TITLE lO characters/word-7 words
(2) DIR/REPORTNUMBER 14 characters
(3) DATE 6 characters- MMDDYY.
(4) SYSTEM 4 characters-3 entries
(5) VEHICLE 4 characters-2 entries
(6). W.A.NUMBER/IDCODE 8 characters
(7) * CONTRACTNUMBER 20 characters
(8) REVISION 2 characters
(9) REVISIONDATE 6 characters-I_DDYY





Step #I WELCOMETO THE DIR-REPORTFILEINPUTROUTINE. PLEASEINPUT
INFORMATIONBETWEENEXCLAMATIONMARKSAND LEFTJUSTIFYALL
ENTRIES.
ENTERTHE DIR OR REPORTNUMBER
EnternumberXXX up to 14 characters
Step #2 If numbernot foundin file_9o to #6
If numberfound,displaymessageand entirerecordon terminal
THISDIR/REPORTIS ALREADYIN THE DATAFILE
Step#3 DO YOUWISHTO REVISE(YESOR NO)
If Yes_90 to #4
If No, 9o to #16
Step#4 HOW MANY ITEMSDO YOU WISHTO REVISE(MAXOF 8)
Ix•
Enter number X
Step#5 INPUTTHE ITEMNUMBERTHATYOU WISHTO REVISE
FN
EnternumberN
RepeatX numberof times. Branchto data itemN to be revised
as shownin Steps#6 thru#15.
Step #6 (1)TITLE(7 WORDS- lO CHAR.)
! !
Entertitle. If legalentrv,the entrvis displavedon terminal.
If not legal,stepis repeated.Thisis donefor all entriesto
follow. NOTE: User_ustskip a _pacebefore.enterln9 data.
- 35 -





Enter month, day, year
Step#9 (4)SYSTEM(ELEC,GSE,GUID,MECH,PROP,RF,SOP,MGS,EGS,PERF)
! !! !! I
Step#I0 (5)W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE
! !
Step #11a If W.A.number/IDcode is foundin the contracttable,the contract
numberwill be displayedon the terminalas follows:
CONTRACTNUMBERXXXXX
WhereXXXXXrepresentsthe numberup to 20 characters.







Enter vehiclenumber XXXA up to two numberswhere XXX represents








-. If none,no userentry.
Step #15 Entirerecorddisplayedon terminal
Step#16 IS THEREFURTHERINFORMATIONTO BE INPUT(YESOR NO)
If Yes,go to #1




The usermust haveclearanceto executewithinthe REVISEmode_
otherwise,an invalidusermessagewill be displayedat the terminalas
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE. IF IT IT NECESSARY,
PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
This restrictionis deemednecessarybecausethe REVISEmode allowsa user
to not only reviseany partor all of the documentitems,butalso to delete
the entiredocumentrecordfrom the DIR/REPORTdatabasesubfile. The only




Step #1 PLEASEINPUTTHE SPO DIR-REPORTNUMBEROF THE DOCUMENTTO BE
REVISED
If not found,exitREVISEmode
If found,go to #2
Step #2 Entirerecorddispla_edon terminal
ISTHISTHE CORRECTRECORDTO BE REVISEDOR DELETED(YESOR NO)
If Yes,_o to #3
If no,continuesearchfor document.When found_repeatStep#2
If not found_exitREVISEmode.
Step#3 IS THIS RECORDTO BE REVISEDOR DELETED(REVOR DEL)
If REV__o to #4
If DEL_recordDeleted_exitREVISEmode
Step #4 Performsteps#4 thru#15 in inputmode section4.2.1.2




Of the nine (9)possibledata itemswithina DIR/REPORTrecord,
all but one,REVISION,are searchable.It shouldalsobe notedthatthe
RevisionDateis searchedduringa Datesearch. Thisallowsthe Date
searchto checkonly themost recentdateassociatedwith a document.
See Figure7. The Datesearchhas the capabilityof retrievingan entire
month'sor year'sworthof data by enteringO0 for the day or month. For
example,enteringII0078wouldresultin findingall the documentswithin
the databasein the eleventhmonth,November,for theyear 1978. Likewise,
an entryof 000078wouldretrieveall documentsfor theyear 1978.
Thereis a specializedALL searchwhichoutputsalldocumentsin
the DIR/REPORTsubfile.ThisALL searchhas an optionaloutputalongwith
the normaloutputconsistingof the entirenineitemrecord. Thisoptional
outputonlydlsplaysthenumberof documentsfoundon the terminaland
automaticallyspoolsto the high speedprinterthe DIR numberandRevision.
The Vehiclesearchalsohas a specialquality. A groupof vehicles
may be foundby usingthe firstand lastvalidvehicleoptions. Forexample,
if a userdeclaresthe firstvalidvehicleas 198 and is searchingfor vehicle
number200,not onlywouldall documentscontainingvehicle200 be found,but
also thosewithnumbers19_S,199S,and 200S;whereS representsallsubsequent
vehicles.Defaultfor the firstvalidvehiclenumberis zero (0)whereas,the
last validvehiclenumberbecomes999.
If manydocumentsare foundduringa seachand it is observedthat
neededinformationwill soondisappearfromthe screen,the usermay temporarily








.. DATE ...... * _ *
SYSTEM * *
VEHICLE * *
W.A. NUMBER/IDCODE * *









Step #l YOUARE NOW VALIDATEDTO SEARCHDATAIN THE D!R/REPORTFILE-













Step#2 If key selectedis ALL_9o to #3
If key selectedis TITLE_go to #8
If key selectedis DIR,9o to #15
If key selectedis DATE,9o to #17
If key selectedis WAN_go to #19
If key selectedis SYS_9o to #21
If key selectedis CON,90 to #23
If key selectedin VEH,90to #25
If keyselectedis qUIT,to 9o #29
Step#3 THIS IS THE PRINTALL ROUTINE
ALL DOCUMENTSSTOREDIN THE DIR FILEWILLBE SPOOLEDAND A
TOTALCOUNTOF THE DOCUMENTSWILL BE GIVEN. YOU HAVEA
CHOICEOF TWO (2)OPTIONSOF OUTPUT
(1)FULLLISTINGOF ALL FIELDSFOR EACHDIR RECORD
(2)BRIEFLISTINGOF DIR NUMBERAND REVISION
ENTEROPTION(l OR 2)
"X
If X=l, 9o to #4
If X=2, 9o to #5
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1Step #4 Entirerecordis displayedon the terminalfor eachdocument;
See Figure39. Go to #6
Step#5 A numberindicatinghowmany recordsreadwill be displayedon
the terminal.
Step #6 THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSIN THE DIR FILE
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfound.
Step #7 Outputfileis automaticallyspooledto the highspeedprinter;
Exitthe SEARCHmode.




Step#9 WHAT IS THE DESIREDWORD
LAAAA
EnterwordAAAA. If word is quit,_o to #14.
Step#10 As eachtitleis foundcontainingthedesiredword,the titleis
d.isplayedon the terminal. Followingthe lasttitleis displayed
a message:
THEREAREXXXDOCUMENTSCONTAININGTHEWORDAAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
desiredword entered.
Step #II Steps#9 and #I0are repeatedX numberof timesfromStep #8 unless
zero (0)documentsare found. If no documentsare found,to to #14.
Step #12 For all documentsfound, documentdata is displayedafter the last
word is searched. See Figure 39.
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Step #13 Goto #I
Step #14 DO YOUWISHTO TRY THE TITLESEARCHAGAIN(YESOR NO)
If Yes,go to #8
IfNo, go to #I
Step#15 WHAT ISTHE DESIREDDIR-REPORTNUMBER
Enternumberup to 14 characters
Step#16a If found_theentirerecordis displayedon the terminal.See
Figure39. Go to #I.
Step #16b If not found_ 9o to #1.
Step#17 WHAT IS THE DATETHAT YOUWANT
!MMDDYY!
Entermonth_day_andyear afterskippin9 one space.
Step#18 Entiredocumentrecordis displayedon the terminalfor eachfound.
See Figure39.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA DATEOF MM-DD-YY
WhereXXXrepresentsthe numberof documentsfoundand _4DDYYis
the dateenteredfo the search. Go to #1.
Step #19 WHAT ISTHE DESIREDW.A.NUMBER
INNNNiiI
EnterW.A. No. NNNNand ID Code IIII
Step#20 Entiredocumentrecordis displayedon the terminalforeach found.
See Figure39.
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THEREAREXXX DOCUMENTSWITHA W.A. NUMBEROF NNNNIIII
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand NNNIIIis
the W.A.numberenteredfor the search. Go to #1.




Step #22 Entiredocumentrecordis displayedon the terminalfor each
found. See Figure39.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA SYSTEMOF AAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
systementeredfor the search. Go to #1.
Step #23 WHAT ISTHE DESIREDCONTRACTNUMBER
Enter contractnumber up to 20 characters.
Step#24 Entiredocumentrecordis displayedon the terminalfor eachfound.
See Figure39.
THEREARE XXX DOCUMENTSWITHA CONTRACTNUMBEROF AAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand AAAA is the
contractnumberenteredfor the search. Go to #1.
Step #25 WHAT IS THE DESIREDVEHICLENUMBER
!NNN!
EnternumberNNNafterskippin9 one space.
Step #26 WHAT ISTHE FIRSTVALIDVEHICLENUMBER
Enternumber;no,pacing, if informationon a specificvehicleis
• desired_enterthe samevehicleas in Step#25.
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Step#27 WHAT IS THE LASTVALIDVEHICLENUMBER
NOTE- THE DEFAULTIS VEHICLE999
Enternumber;no spacing. If informationon a specificvehicleis
enterthe samenumberas in Step#25.
Step#28 Entiredocumentrecordis disp]a_edon the terminalfor each
found. See Figure39.
THEREARE XXX DIR/REPORTSRELATINGTO VEHICLENNN
WhereXXX representsthe numberof documentsfoundand NNN is the
vehiclenumberenteredfor the search. Go to #1.
Step #29 DO YOU WANTA HARDCOPYOF THE INFORMATIONFOUND
If Yes,outputspooledto printer. See Section5.2.1for outputs.




The usermust be validatedto executein the ARCHIVEmode.
If not properlylogged,an invalidusermessagewill be displayed
on the terminalas follows:
SORRY,YOUARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USETHIS MODE. IF IT IS NECESSARY,
PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
The necessaryinformationeededin orderto archivea DIRor Reportis the
DIR number. The usermay alsodesignatehowmanydocumentsto be archived
at one session.When thedocumenthas beenarchived,the user is automatically
returnedto theprogrammode selectionlevelas shownbelow. Formore detail
see section2.2or 2.3.









Step#1 WELCOMETO THE DIR-REPORTFILEARCHIVEROUTINE
HOWMANY DOCUMENTSDO YOU WISHTO ARCHIVE
_X
Enter.numberXX
Step#2 WHAT ISTHE DIR-REPORTNUMBEROF THE DOCUMENTYOUWISH TO ARCHIVE[AAA__ A
EnternumberAAAAup to 14 characters
Step#3 Pausefor s_stemhousekeepin9 to be completed.RepeatSteps#?






The user must have clearance to execute within the INPUTmode;
otherwise, an invalid user messagewill be displayed at the terminal as
follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTOUSE THISMODE. IF IT IS
NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
The DRAWINGsubfiledatarecordconsistsof twelvedata items.
See Figure8. The EngineeringOrdersubfiledata recordconsistsof six
data items. See Figure9. Themain bodyof data for thesetwo subfilesare
sentfrom Dallasratherthanmanuallyinput. Unfortunately,vehiclesystem
and sectionand engineeringordertitlesare notavailablein the original
DallasDataBase. However,thesefieldsmay be enteredin manuallyinput
drawingsand E.O.'s.
The Input modehas two optional operations:
(I)E.O.- inputof new engineeringorders
(2)Drawingsand E.O.'s- inputof new drawingsalongwith their
referencedE.O.'s.
Duringoptionnumber2, entryof referencedE.O.'s,optionnumberl
is automaticallyperformedif the E.O.'sare new to the data base.
Entry of new engineering orders may result in one of three
terminal messagesif the drawing sheet already has three, four, or more E.O.'s
referenced. See section 5.3.1 for more information concerning thls output.
DRAWING RECORD DESCRIPTION
ITEM
NO. DATA ITEFI ITEMFORMAT
(I) TITLE I0 characters/word- 7 words
(2) DRAWINGNUMBER 14 characters
* VENDORCODE 3 characters
(3} DATE 6 characters- _DDYY
(4) **SYSTEM " 4 characters- 3 entries
(5) VEHICLE 4 characters- 2 entries
(6) **SECTION 12 characters
(7) NUMBEROF SHEETS 2 characters
(8) SHEETNUMBER 2 characters
(8) SHEETREVISION 2 characters
(9) NUMBEROF E.O.'s 2 characters





NO. DATA ITEM ITEMFORMAT
(1) * E.O.TITLE lO characters/word- 7 words
(2) E.O. NUMBER 8 characters
(3) E.O.REVISION 2 characters
(4) E.O.DATE 6 characters- MMDDYY
(5) E.O.REVISIONDATE 6 characters- MMDDYY
(6) VEHICLE 4 characters- 2 entries
* NOT PRESENTIN DALLASDATA
FIGURE 9
4.3.1.2 ACTION/RESPONSEDURINGINPUTMODE
Step #I WELCOMETO THE DRAW-EOFILE INPUTROUTINE
PLEASEINPUTINFORMATIONBETWEENEXCLAMATIONMARKSAND LEFT
JUSTIFYALL Er_RIES
IS THISA DRAWINGOR AN E.O. (DRAWOR EO)
If Draw_9o to #2
If EO, go to #20
Step#2 (1) TITLE(7WORDS- lO CHAR.)
{ !
EnterTitle
If legalentr¥_the entryis displa_edon terminal.
If not le_al_stepis repeated.This is donefor all entries
to follow. NOTE: Usermust skipa spacebeforeenterin9 data.
Step #3 (2)DRAWINGNUMBER
! !










EntervehiclenumberXXXAup to two numbers_whereXXX represents
thenumbers. The 'A'representsthe letter'S'whichstandsfor
all subsequentvehiclenumbersafterXXX.
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Step #7 (6) SECTION
E SECT UPPERB LOWERB ALCYONEIA ALCYONEIIA
G SECT UPPERC LOWERC ALGOLIIA ALGOLIlIA
EG SECT UPPERD LOWERD ANTARESIIA ANTARESIlIA
BASEA UPPERF LOWERF ALTAIRIlIA CASTORIIA
H/S34/-24 H/S 34/-40 H/S42/-45
I I
" Step #8 (7)NUMBEROF SHEETS
!!
EnternumberX




Step #10 NUMBEROF E.O.'S
! {
[XX....
Enter number XX E.O.'sagainst sheet #1; up to maximumof lO
E.O. numbersma_ be referenced.




Step#12 ENTERANY FURTHERAVAILABLEDATAFOR EACHE.O.
See Steps#20 thru#25. RepeatSteps#11 and #12 XX numberof
times. Go to #13.
Step#13 If X _ul_beror sheets= l, 9o to #i9










Enter numberXX E.O.'s against sheet entered in Step #14; up
to maximumof I0 E.O. numbersmay be referenced.




Step#18 ENTERANY FURTHERAVAILABLEDATAFOR EACHE.O.
See Steps#20 thru#25
RepeatSteps#17and #18 XX numberof times.
Go to #19
Step#19 EntiredrawingrecordalongwithreferencedE.O.'sare disp]a_ed
on the terminal.Go to #34.
Step#20 (1)TITLE(7WORDS- I0 CNAR.)
Enter title
If legal entry_ the entry is displayed on terminal.
If not legal_ step is repeated. This is done for all entries














EntervehiclenumberXXXAupto two numberswhereXXX represents
the numbers. The 'A'representsthe letter'S'whichstandsfor
all subsequentvehiclenumbersafterXXX.
Step #26 HOW MANYDRAWINGSDOESTHISE.O.REFERENCE
l-x-x-.......
EnternumberXX; up to maximumof 99.
Step#27 WHATISTHEDRAWINGNUMBER
! !
Step #28 HOW MANYSHEETSOF THIS DRAWINGARE REFERENCEDBY THISE.O.
Enternumberof sheetsNN (Maximumof 99)




RepeatthisstepNN numberof times. RepeatSteps#27 thru#29
XX numberof times.
Step#30 If numberof E.O.'son a sheetis:
Lessthanfour_go to #34
Five__o to #32
More thanfive_9o to #33
Step#31 A warningmessageis displayedon the terminalpriorto displaying
the entireengineeringorderrecord. Seeoutputsection5.3.1.
Go to #34
Step #32 An attentionmessageis displayedon the terminalpriorto displaying
the entireengineeringorderrecord. Seeoutputsection5.3.1.
Go to #34
Step#33 An importantrevisionactionduemessaqeis displayedon the terminal
priorto displa_in9the entireengineerin_ orderrecord. See output
section5.3.1. Go to #34
Step #34 IS THEREFURTHERINFORMATIONTOBE INPUT(YESORNO)
If Yes_go to #I




The usermust haveclearanceto executewithinthe REVISEmode_
otherwise,an invalidusermessagewill be displayedat the terminalas
foilows_
SORRY,YOUARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USE THISMODE.
. IF IT IS NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
Thisrestrictionis deemednecessarybecausethe REVISEmode allowsa userto
revisenot onlyany partor all of a drawingor engineeringorder,but also
to deletethe entirerecordfromthe subfilein whichit is located. The
onlynecessaryinformationeededin orderto reviseor deletea drawingor
engineeringorderare the Drawingnumberor E.O.number,respectively.
The REVISEmodemay changethe revisionof a sheet. Duringthis
modification,all engineeringordersreferencedby thatdrawingsheetare
automaticallydeleted. The REVISEmode may also addnew sheetsto a drawing.
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4.3.2.2 ACTION/RESPONSEDURINGREVISEMODE
Step#1 DO YOUWISH THE E.O.OR THE DRAWINGFILE(EOOR DRAW)
If EO_ 9o to #2
If DRAW__o to #3
Step #2 PLEASEINPUTTHE SPO EO NUMBEROF THE RECORDTO BE REVISED
Enternumber;_o to #4
Step#3 PLEASEINPUTTHE SPO DRAWINGNUMBEROF THE RECORDTO BE REVISED
! !
Enternumberafterskippingone space;9o to #4
Step#4 Entirerecorddisplayedon terminalwhen found.
/Step#5 IS THISTHE CORRECTRECORDTO BEREVISEDOR DELETED(YESOR NO}
If Yes,9o to #6
If No, continuesearchfor number. WhenfoundrepeatStep #4
If not foundt exitREVISEmode.
Step#6 IS THISRECORDTO BE REVISEDOR DELETED(REVOR DEL)
If Revand EO previouslyselected,9o to #7
If Revand DRAWpreviouslyselected,Bo to #10
If DEL_recordDELETED;exit REVISEmode
Step#7 HOW MANY ITEMSDO YOUWISH TO REVISE(MAXOF 6)
iX
EnternumberX




Step #g RepeatX numberof times
Branchto dataitemN to be revisedas shownin Inputmode
(4.3.1.2Steps#20 thru#25). Go to #24
Step#I0 HOWICANYITEMSDO YOU WISHTO REVISE(MAXOF 9)
Ix
EnternumberX
Step #11 INPUTITEMNUMBERTHATYOU WISHTO REVISE
EnteritemnumberN
If N:7_go to #12
If N=8,_o to #13
Otherwise_go to #14
Step#12 IS THISA CORRECTIONOF SHEETITEM:ENTERYES
OR IS THISA NEW SHEETENTRYFORA DRAIVING:ENTERNEW
Enterresponse;go to #14
Step#13 IS THISA REVISIONENTRYFOR A NEW DRAWINGSHEET(YESOR NO)
Note: A No answerindicatesa revisionitemcorrection.
AYes answerwill deleteall E.O.'sfor this sheet.
Enterresponse_go to #14
Step #14 RepeatStep#11 X numberof times.
Branchto data itemN to be revised.
See INPUTmode (4.3.1.2Step#2 thru#81.
If N=7_go to #15
If N=8,go to #17
If N=9,go to #19
Otherwise_9o to #24
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Step#15 SAMEAS INPUTMODE (4.3.1.2STEP#8}
If Yesoptionselectedin Step#12,9o to #24
If New optionselectedin Step#12,go to #16
Step #16 ENTERSHEETNUMBER:EXAMPLESHEET#2.1 !02!!I01
! I! !
Entersheetnumber;go to #24




If firstsheetof drawing,go to #24








Step #20 All E.O.'swill be displayedwith a counterto numbereachup to lO.




Step #21 ENTERTHE REFERENCEDE.O.NUMBERTO BE REVISED





Thisnumberwillreplacethe NNthEO listedin Step#20.
Step #23 Repeatsteps#21 and #22 XX numberof timesas indicatedin
Step#20. Go to #24.
Step #24 Entirerecorddisplayedon terminal,
Step #25 CHECKRECORD: IF CORRECT,ENTER(CO)
IF REVISENEEDED,ENTER(RE)
If CO, exitREVISEmode.
If RE and EO previouslyselected;Oo to #7.




Of the twelve(12)data itemswithinthe Drawingsubflle,nine
(9)are searchable.The resultingoutputsfromthesesearchesalways
consistsof six (6)data items. See FigurelO. The EngineeringOrder
subflleconsistsof six (6)itemrecords,of whichonlytwo are searchable.
•The resultingoutputsfromthesetwo searchesconsistsof up to all six (6)
data items. It shouldbe notedthatRevisionDateis outputin placeof the
E.O.Datewhenan E.O.hasa revision.Thisallowsonlythemost recent
date to be displayed.See FigureIf.
Due to the databasesourcefor drawingscomingfrom Dallasand
manualinput,threesearcheshavelimitedcapability:System,Section,
and Date. The Systemand Sectionsearchesare onlyusablefor thosedrawings
whichare manuallyinput. However,someDallasdrawingdatawill containthis
informationwithinthe title. Therefore,a titlesearchcan be used if
eitherthe systemor sectionsearchesare foundunsuccessful.The Date
searchis alsolimitedin thatall Dallasdrawingdatawill havethe samedate.
Thisdate representsthe latestinformationupdatereceivedfrom Dallas.
Nevertheless,the Datesearchhas the capabilityof retrievingan entire
month'sor year'sworthof data by enteringO0 for theday or month. For
example,enteringII0078wouldresultin findingalldrawingswithin
the data base in the eleventhmonth,November,for theyear 1978. Likewise,
an entryof 000078wouldretrieveall documentsfortheyear 1978.
Thereare two specializedsearches: RevisionActionDue and Print
All. RevisionActionDue searchfindsall drawingscontainingsheetswhich
referencefiveor more engineeringorders. The PrintAll searchhas two
options: (l}Outputall drawingsand theirreferencedE.O.'sor (2)Output
all engineeringordersin the database.
The Vehiclesearchalso has somespecialqualities.First,the user
may searchfor all drawingsrelatedto a certainvehicle,or searchfor all
engineeringordersrelatedto a certainvehicle. Secondly,a groupof vehicles
may be foundby usingthe firstand lastvalidvehicleoptions. For example,
if a userdeclaresthe firstvalidvehicleas 198 and is searchingfor vehicle
number200. Not only would all records co_it_ining vehicle 200 be found, but
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also thosewithnumber198S,199S,and ZOOS;whereS representsallsubsequent
vehicles. Defaultfor the firstvalidvehiclenumberis zero (0);whereas,
the lastvalidvehiclenumberbecomes999.
Anothersearchalsohas the drawingand engineeringorderoptions.
This is the E.O.numbersearch. The usermay searchthe EngineeringOrder
subfilefor a specificE.O.numberor searchthe Drawingsubfilefor all
drawingsreferencinga specificE.O.number. See Figure12 for an outline
of searchcapabilities.
Ifmany documentsare foundduringa searchand it is observed
that neededinformationwill soondisappearfromthe screen,the usermay
temporarilystopterminaldisplayby depressingthe spacebar. Terminal







































REVISIONACTIONDUE FIVE (5)OR MORE E.O.'s
ALL TWOOPTIONS:E.O.'s ORDRAWINGS






















Enter key for desired mode
Step #2 If quit,9oto #60
No userreponse
Step#3 DO YOU DESIRETHE OPTIONALBRIEFOUTPUT.
RECOMMENDEDFOR ALL AND ACTIONDUE SEARCHES(YESOR NO)
Enter Option: Brief gives faster search response.
See sample outputs Figures 41 and 42.
Step#4 If kevselectedis TITLE,9o to #5
If kevselectedis ALL_9o to #12
If key selectedis ACT, go to #20
If kev selectedis DRAW_9o to #25
If key selectedis DATE,9o to #28
If key selectedis SYS,90 to #32
If kev selectedis VEH,go to #36
If kex selectedis SECT_9o to #46
_f _v selected is _Z_ _o to #50
If key se!ecte_ is EO_go to #54
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Step #5 HOW MANYWORDSDO YOU WISHTO MATCH(MAXOF 4)
EnterNumberX
Step#6 WHAT IS THE DESIREDWORD
EnterwordAAAA;up to lO characters
If word is Quit_9o to #11.
Step#7 As eachtitleis foundcontainin0 the desiredword_the title
is displayedon the terminal. Followin9 the lasttitleis
displayeda messaqe:
THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSCONTAININGTHE WORDAAAA
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawingsfoundand AAAA is the
desiredword entered.
Step#8 Steps#6 and #7 are repeatedX numberof timesfrom Step#5
unlesszero (0)drawingsare found. If no drawingsare found_
90 to #11.
Step #9 For alldrawingsfound,drawin9 data is displayedafterthe last
word is searched.See figure14.
Step#10 IF YOU WISHTO CONTINUE,DEPRESSTHE RETURNKEY
When Return key is used, _o,to #l.
Step #ll DO YOUWISHTO TRY THE TITLESEARCHAGAIN(YESOR NO}
If Yes,9o to #5
IfNo_ sameas #10
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Step #12 WHICHPRINTALL OPTIONDO YOU WISH:
DRAWINGAND E.O.s(DE)
E.O.'sONLY (EO)
If DE, go to #13
If EO_ go to #16
Step#13 THIS IS THE PRINTALL ROUTINE
ALL DRAWINGSSTOREDIN THE DRAWFILEWILLBE SPOOLEDAND A TOTAL
COUNTOF THE DRAWINGSWILL BE GIVEN
Step #14 Drawin_data is displayedon the terminalfor eachdrawingfound
alongwithreferencedE.O.'s.See Figure41.
Step #15 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSIN THE DRAW FILE
WhereXXXrepresentsthe numberof dra_lln_sfound. Go to #19.
Step #16 THIS IS THE PRINTALL ROUTINE
ALL ENGINEERINGORDERSSTOREDIN THE EO FILEWILLBE SPOOLEDAND
A TOTALCOUNTOF THE DRAWINGSWILL BE GIVEN
Step#17 Engineerin9 orderdata is displayedon theterminalfor each
EO found. See Figure42.
Step #18 THEREARE XXX E.O.'sIN THE EO SUBFILE
WhereXXXrepresentsthe numberof engineerin9 ordersfound.
Go to #18.
Step#19 Outputfileis automatlcall_spooledto the highspeedprinter;
exitthe SEARCHmode.
Step #20 THIS IS THE REVISIONACTIONDUE SEARCHROUTINE
ALL DRAWINGSWITH FIVE (5)OR MORE E.O.'sARE FOUNDAND SPOOLED
Step#21 Drawinqdata is displa_edon the terminalfor eachdrawin_sheet
found S_ Figure 41.
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Step#22 THEREARE XXX DRAWINBSWITHA TOTALOF NNN SHEET(S)IN THE
DRAWINGSUBFILEWHICHMUSTBE REVISED
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawingsfoundand NNN
representsthe numbersheetsfound.
Step#23 If no drawingsare found,9o to #24. Ifdrawingsare found_
outputfile is automaticallyspooledto thehigh speedprinter;
exitthe SEARCHmode.
Step#24 Go to #10
Step #25 WHATIS THEDESIREDDRAWINGNUMBER
[NNNN "
Enter numberNNNN;14 characters.
Step #26a Drawin_ data is displayed on the terminal along with referenced
E.O.'s. See Figure 41.
Step #26b If not found_the followin9 messageis displayed:
THEREIS NO DRAWINGWITH NUMBERNNNN IN THE DRAWINGFILE
WhereNNNNrepresentsthedrawin9 numberenteredfor the search.
Step #27 Go to #I0
Step #28 WHATIS THEDATETHATYOUWANT
!MMDDYY!
Enterdate_month_day,andyear afterskippin_one space.
Step#29 Drawin9 data is displayedon the terminalfor eachdrawingfound
alon_withreferencedE.O.'s. See Figure41.
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Step #30 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSWITHA DATEOF MM-DD-YY
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawlngsfoundand _DDYY
representsthedate enteredfor the search.
Step#31 Go to #10




Step#33 Drawingdata is displayedon the terminalfor eachdrawingfoundalon9
with referencedE.O.'s. See Figure41.
Step #34 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSWITHA SYST_IOF AAAA.
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawingsfoundand AAAA
representsthe systementeredfor the search.
Step #35 Go to #10
Step #36 WHAT IS THE DESIREDVEHICLENUMBER
[NNN
EntervehiclenumberNNN
Step #37 WHAT ISTHE FIRSTVALIDVEHICLENUMBER
Enternumber. If informationon a specificvehicleis deslred_
enterthe samevehicleas in Step#36.
Step#38 WHAT IS THE LASTVALIDVEHICLENUMBER
NOTE: THE DEFAULTIS VEHICLE999.
Enternumber. If informationon a specificvehicleis desired,
enter the _me vehicle as in Step #36.
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Step #39 DO YOUWISHA LISTOF ALL E.O.'SFORA SPECIFICVLHICLE:
ENFEREO
OR A LISTOF DRAWINGSRELATEDTO SPECIFICVEHICLE:
ENTERDR
If EO, go to #43
If DR, go to #40
Step#40 Drawingdatais displayedon the terminalfor eachdrawip_found
alongwith referencedE.O.'s. See Figure41.
Step #41 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSRELATINGTO VEHICLENNN
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawingsfoundand NNN
representsthevehiclenumberenteredfor the search.
Step #42 Go to #10
Step#43 Engineeringorderdata is displayedon the terminalfor each
EO found. See Figure43.
Step#44 THEREARE XXX E.O.'SRELATEDTO VEHICLENNN
WhereXXX representsthe numberof engineerin9 ordersfoundand
NNN representsthe vehiclenumberenteredfor the search.
Step #45 Go to #10
Step #46 WHAT IS THE DESIREDSECTION
E SECT UPPERB LOWERB ALCYONEIA ALCYONEIIA
G SECT UPPERC LOWERC ALGOLIIA ALGOLIIIA
EG SECT UPPERD LOWERD ANTARESIIA ANTARESIlIA
BASEA UPPERF LOWERF ALTAIRIlIA CASTORIIA
H/S 34/-24 H/S 34/-40 H/S42/-45
EntersectionAAAA;up to 12 characters.
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Step#47 Drawln9 data is displa_edon the terminalfor each drawingfound
alongwithreferencedE.O.'s. See Figure 41.
Step #48 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSRELATEDTO SECTIONAAAA
WhereXXXrepresents the numberof drawingsfound and AAA
represents the section entered for the search.
Step #49 Go to #10
Step #50 WHATIS THEDESIREDVENDORCODE
EntervendorcodeAAA.
Step #51 Drawin9 datais displa_edon the terminalfor eachdrawing
foundalon9 withreferencedE.O.'s. See Figure41.
Step#52 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSWITHTHE SPECIFIEDVENDORCODEAAA
WhereXXXrepresents the numberof drawings found and AAA
represents the vendor code entered for the search.
Step#53 Go to #I0
Step #54 WHATIS THEDESIREDE.O. NUMBER
" ['NN-NNNN
EnternumberNNNNNN
Step #55 DOYOUDESIRETHEE.O. FILE SEARCH(EO)
ORALL DRAWINGSUSINGTHIS E.O. (DR)
If EO_go to #56.
If DR, go to #58.
Step#56a En_ineerin9 orderdata is displa_edon the terminalwhen EO number
4L.is f_und. See figure
- 73 -
• Step#56b If not found_the followin_messageis d_splayed:
THEREIS NO E.O.NNNNNNIN THE EO SUBFILE
WhereNNNNNNrepresentsthe en_ineerin9ordernumberenteredfor
the search.
Step#57 Go to #10
Step#58 THEREARE XXX DRAWINGSWITHA TOTALOF NNN SHEET(S}IN THE DRAWING
SUBFILEWHICHREFERENCESE.O.
NNNNNN
WhereXXX representsthe numberof drawingsfound_NNN represents
the numberof sheetsfound_and NNNNNNrepresentsthe e_qineerin9
ordernumberenteredfor the search.
Step#59 Go to #10







The usermust be validatedto executein the ARCHIVEmode.
If not properlylogged,an invalidusermessagewill be displayedon
the terminalas follows:
SORRY,YOU ARE NOT VALIDATEDTO USETHISMODE. IF IT IS
NECESSARY,PLEASECONTACTSYSTEMOPERATORAT EXT.2621.
The only necessaryinformationeededin orderto archivea drawingis the
Drawingnumber. The usermay also designatehowmanydrawingsare to be
archivedat one session. Engineeringorderswhichare unreferencedby any
drawingsare automaticallyarchived. Whenthe Drawingor E.O.has been
archived,the useris automaticallyreturnedto the programmode selection
levelasshown below. Formore detailssee sections2.2 or 2.3.









Step#1 DO YOU WISHTO ARCHIVEDRAWINGSOR E.O.'s(DROR EO)
If DR_9o to #2
If EO_9o to #5
Step#2 WELCOMETO THE DRAWINGFILEARCHIVEROUTINE.
HOW MANY DRAWINGSDO YOU WISHTO ARCHIVE
Lxx....
EnternumberXX
Step #3 WHAT IS THE DRAWINGNUMBEROF THE DRAWINGYOUWISH TO ARCHIVE
Enternumber;14 characters.
Step#4 Pausefor systemhousekeepln9to be completed.RepeatStep#3
XX numberof times. Go to #7.
Step #5 PLEASESTANDBY. SYSTEMIS NOWARCHIVINGUNREFERENCEDE.O.'S
No userresponserequlred.
Step#6 As eachE.O.'sis archivedthe followin_Imessageis display_ on
the terminal:
E.O. NNNNNNHASBEENARCHIVED.




Outputsproducedduringoperationin the MAILLOG programcan be
placedintotwo categories:Terminaland Printer. Terminaland printer
outputsmay consistof specialprintedlistingsof data recordsfoundduring
the SEARCHmodes. Terminaloutputsmay also consistof importantstatus
messagesto the userduringthe INPUTmode. Otherprinteroutputsconsistof
specialprintedlistingsof datarecordsenteredduringthe INPUTmode.




subfilemay resultduringtwo modes: INPUTand SEARCH.
5.1.1 INPUTMODEFOR CORRESPONDENCE
. Outputresultingfromthe INPUTmode is a speciallistingof new
documentrecordsenteredduringthe dailyinputsession. The highspeed
printeroutputdocumentsare storedaccordingto mailstatus. Thisoutput
can be givenin two optionalforms:
(1) A completedatarecordlisting
See Figure13.




VOUGHT/DALLAS CORRESPONDENCE _ INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SY_T'EM COOE
AUIHOR/SOURCE TO I ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUIIBER
ACTION DUE DATE WA NUMOERIID CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUmBER(S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION
1, AGENDA CCB MEETING 12/7/78 12- 6-78 /




m 2. REVIEW SAI DOCUMENTATION 12- 5-78 650.5 /




3. TASI;-R-105 SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION KITS ANTARES III 12- 5-78 682/R . I
YOU{_G_ H.G. OWENS, A.A. CSL/SJAIJBTIDMFIAAOI MFX
O- O- 0 3526 NAS1-15100
CSL
NONE
4. REQUEST CHANGE PACKAGE APPROVAL 12- 5-78 _09ol /




5. APPROVAL MINUTES 55TH-SCOUT RELIABILITY REVIEW MEETING 12- 6-78 407.1 I
EVE_HART_ P° E. VC_ NAVPRO_ REMO_ WTR_ _FC PEEIAAOIJVC/SJA/RPPI S-44651P£E





.INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT _ DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE ;A NUMBER/ID CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUMBER(S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR S'PECIFICATION
I. SCOUIIWFC FIELD OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 12/6/78 12- 6-78 405.IU "/
DAWSCN_ C.M. WINTERS_ C. W.; DUNCAN_ DEARING ALL/ I / "I / MFX




2, VCIVAF.B-OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 12/6/78 12- 6-78 _03o9 /
HALE_ Co F, WINTERS_ C. W.I DEARING_ J. Do CWW/JDD/JBT/ / / MFX
O- 3- O 3525FR NAS1-15000
= JDD
NONE
3, VC/WFG DAILY STATUS VEHICLE S-202C 12- 6-78 131-202 /
DAWSON_ C- M. AILOR_ S. J. ALL/ / / I I MFX 8201FDC
O- O- 0 3525FR NASl-15000
JA
NONE
4. RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY ANNUAL REPORT 11- 7-78 _05.1 /




5. LIST JOB-ORDERS CLOSED EFFECT'IVE PAY-PERIOD ENDING 12/2/78 12- 1-78 509o_.1 /





INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHORISOURCE TO ROUTING TYPEILETTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE WA NUNBER/ID CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER{S)
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUMBER{S)
DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION
6o NASI-11859 REQUEST MODIFICATION ESTIMATED COST $10692 11-17-78 652,9 /
OCHS_ F. I. THIOKOL CORP, SPO AAO/JVC/BEQI / / CA-FO-1312-1_tOCCN




7° CSG PROPOSAL 78-8078 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL ALGOL-XII ROCKET-MTS 11-50-78 652.6,1°8 /




8, SCOUT PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORT 11-30-78 576 -I




9, AUTHORIZATION SHIPMENT REMOVAL BONDED STORES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 12- 1-78 51_,2°1 I
TAMAMOTO_ A. REMO NAVPRO_ SPO SJA/DCMIJDDL / I "MEMO
0"- O- 0 _ NAS1-15000
Sd_
NONE
SHIPMENT BOLT CUTTERS SQUIBS
FIGURE 13
CORRESPONDENCEI PUT COMPLETEOUTPUT
OUTGOING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 5-78
SUBJECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYST'EM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPEILETTER NUMBER
ACTION DUE DATE WA NUMBERIID CODE CONTRACT NUMBER
NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S} ._ ."
REFERENCE DOCUMENT NUMBER(S)
1DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION ******************,******
1o DATA PRINTER RIBBONS MODIFICATION PR 8300.0853 12- 5-78 115.2 /








VOUGHT/DALLAS CORRESPONDENCE INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUB'JECT DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUIHORiSOURCE TO ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUMBER
1, AGENDA CCB MEETING 1217178 12- 6-78 l
BE_N_ J° _EARING_ J° D, JDDI I I l 1 MFX D-1
2, REVIEW SAI DOCUMENTATION 12- 5-78 650.5 I
MACHALA_ C, F. GUTHRIE_ D, E. SJAIDFG/JVC/ I I MFX D-_
3, TASK-R-105 SPECIAL INSTRUMENTATION KITS ANTARES Ill 12- 5-78 6321R 1
YOUNG_ H, G. OWENS_ A, A. CSL/SJAIJBTIDMF/AAOI MFX
I
_, REQUEST CHANGE PACKAGE APPROVAL 12- 5-78 409.1 l
UR_SH_ R° G, FOSTER_ L, R.I WINTERS_ C, W, CWW/JDD/RDS/ / I. 2-9_000/8T-203
5, APFROVAL MINUTES 55TH-SCOUT RELIABILITY REVIEW MEETING 12- 6-78 _07,1 /
EVt_RHART_ P', E. VC_ NAVPRO_ REMO_ WTR_ WFC PEEIAAOIJVCISJAIRPP/ S-4_65/PEE
• FIGURE14
CORRESPONDENCEI PUT BRIEF OUTPUT
J
.INCOMING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-7_ '
SUBJECT DOCUtIENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPF/LETTER NUMBER
Io SCOUTIWFC FIELD OPERATIONS DAIL'Y WORK SCHEDULE 12/6/78 12- 6-78 _05.10 I
DA_SON_ C. M. WINTERS. C. W.; DUNCAN, DEARING ALL/ / I / I MFX
2. VC/VAFB OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 12/6/78 12- 6-78 403.9 /
HALE, C. F. WINTERS_ C. W._ DEARING, Jo D. CWWIJDOIJBT/ I I MFX
_. VCIWFC DAILY STATUS VEHICLE S-202C 12- 6-78 131-202 /
DAWSON_ C.M. AILOR_ S.J. ALL/ / / / / MFX 820/FDC
l
_. RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY ANNUAL REPORT 11- 7-7.8 _05.1 /
KRIEGER_ R° Lo WFC NASA-HDQTS°_ SPO LRF/ /" / / / LETTER
5. LIST JOB-ORDERS CLOSED EFFECTIVE PAY-PERIOD ENDING 12/2/78 12_ 1-78 b09.4.1
WILSON_ J..H. SPO ' -NHTIAY IDEFI I I M_MO
6. NAS1-11859 REQUEST MODIFICATION ESTIMATED COST $10692 11-17-78 652".8 /
OCHS_ F. I. THIOKOL CORP° SPO AAOIJVCIBEQI I / CA-FO-I312-1_IOCCN
7o CSD PROPOSAL 78-8078 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL _LGOL-III ROCKET-MTS 11-30-78 652o6_1.8 /
ROBERTS, E. CSD SPO •AAOIJVC/BEQI I / ER271-78
8. SCOUT PROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORT 11-30-78 576 /
DVERMAN_ B.L. SPO _ ALL/ / / I / REPORT
9. AUTHORIZATION SHIPMENT REMOVAL BONDED'STORES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 12- 1-78 51q.2.1 I
YAMAMOTO_ Ao REMO NAVPRO_ SPO SJA/DCMIJDD/ / / MEMO
FIGURE14
CORRESPONDENCEINPUT BRIEFOUTPUT
OUTGOING MAIL INPUT DATE 12- 6-78
SUBGECT ." DOCUMENT DATE FILE SYSTEM CODE
AUTHOR/SOURCE TO ROUTING TYPE/LETTER NUMBER
I. DATA PRINTER RIBBONS MODIFICATION PR 8300.0833 12- 5-78 115.2 I






5.1.2 SEARCHMODE FOR CORRESPONDENCE
Outputs resulting from the SEARCHmodeare a special listing of
documentrecords found containing a desired data item. Theseoutputs are
printed on the user terminal and on the high speedprinter. All outputs
contain a header indicating the data item being searchedand a description
of the other data items to be displayed.
The PrintAll searchdisplaysdata itemscommonto all search
outputs: subject,document/letternumber,file systemcode,inputdate,
and the dailycountercode. See Figures15 and 16.
The ActionDue searchdisplaystwo additionaldata itemsin its
outputs: responsiblengineerand actiondue date. See Figures37 and 38.
The remainingsearchoutputsdisplayone additionaldata item;the
referencedocuments.If thereare no referencedocuments,NONE is printed.







TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
ESTABLISHM LAMINR FLOW-CONTR AIRFOIL EXPERIMENT OFFICE
ANNOUNCE $29-78 545.2 / 8-21-78 20
FEDERAL WAGE SYSTEM REVISED REGULAR WAGE-RATE SCHEDULE
ANNOUNCE $27-78 545.2 / 8-24-78 26
GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE
ANNOUNCE 30-78 545.2 / 8-25-78 18
NEW-POSTAL SERVICE MAIL-SIZE STANDARDS
ANNOUNCE $3!-78 545.2 / 9- 1-78 19
PEDESTRIANCS RIGHT OF-WAY MARKED CROSSWALKS
ANNOUNCE 32-78 545.2 / 9- 6-78 I0
CHANGE PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT SF'ACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
ANNOUNCE @34-78 545.2 /- 9-20-78 19
STATE CENTER ADDRESS
ANNOUNCE $33-78 545.2 / 9-20-78 22
NASA-WIDE PROGRAM STANDARDIZE PAF'ER SIZE
ANNOUNCE $35-78 545.2 / 9-22-78 11
ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY 11/9/78
ANNOUNCE $36-78 545.2 / 9-28-78 9
CHANGES PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS PROJECTS DIRECTORATE
ANNOUNCE $38-78 ..545.2 / 10- 3-78 19
PLANS CLOSING CENTER FACILITIES DURING THANKSGIVING CHRISTMAS
ANNOUNCE #37-78 545.2 / 10- 3-78 20
CHANGE PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT OFFICE DIRECTOR
ANNOUNCE #40-78 545.2 / 10-31278 16
GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE
ANNOUNCE @41-78 545.2 / ii- 2-78 24
REPORTING FOREIGN GIFTS DECORATIONS INCLUDING TRAVEL NMIIO30.IB
ANNOUNCE _42-78 545.2 / ii- 8-78 17
CHANGES ORGANIZATION PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS WITHI_ F'ROCUREMENT DIVISION
ANNOUNCE @ 44-78 545.2 / 11-16-78 8
FIGURE15
- 87 -
CORRESPONDENCE:PRINT ALL SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
11: 50 11130178
._RiNtitDQNR4im4Ni_t_t_NQQQRQ_4Nt_QR0Q4_QNmtiQiQtitQ_tNi0t_mtQQ_iQ_t_t_iQQi_4Q_iiQ_tQQQtQtQ_Qi_Qi_QQQ_i_t__ PRINT ALL
SUOJICI TYPEILETTFR NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODE
Io[STAHLISHM LAMINR FLOW-CONTR AIRFOIL EXPERIMENT OFFICE ANNOUNCE _29-78 54502 I 821T8 20
2,FEDERAL WAGL SYSTEM REVISED REGULAR WAGE-RAT_ SCHEDULE ANNOUNCE g2T-T8 _4_.2 I 82_T8 _&
3._AT[ TRAFFIC CHANGE ANNOUNCE 30-78 54502 I 82578 18
4.fdLW-POSTAL SERVICE MAlL-SIZE _TANDAROS ANNOUNCE #31=78 54502 I 9 1TO 19
5._DE_TRIANCS RIGHT OF-WAY MARKED CROSSWALKS ANNOUNCE 32-78 545.2 I • 678 10
! 6.CHANGE PERSONNFL ASSIGNRENT SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION ANNOUNCE 134-78 5_5.2 I 92078 19CO
CO T.S_AT[ CENTER ADDRESS ANNOUNCE g33"78 54502 I •20T_ 22I
8_NASA-WIDE PROGRAM STANDARDIZE PAPER SIZE ANNOUNCE 135-78 5¢5.2 I •2270 11
9.ANNUAL HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY 1119178 ANNOUNCE t3&-7B 54502 I 92878 9
IO,CHANGES PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS PROJECTS DIRECTORATE ANNOUNCE g3B-TB 545.2 I &O 378 1•
110PLANS CLOSING CENTER FACILITIES DURING THANKSGIVING CHRISTNAS ANNOUNCE #37-78 545.2 / tO STO |0
12.CHANGE PERSONNEL ASSIGNNENT OFFICE DIRECTOR ANNOUNCE =40-78 545.2 I 11317816
13.GATE TRAFFIC CHANGE ANNOUNCE_1-78 54502 I 11 lTl l_
14.REPORTING FOREIGN GIFTS DECORATIONS INCLUDING TRAVEL NMII030.18 ANNOUNCE 142-78 5q502 I 11 8?1 tT





NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER: RJK
SUBJECT
TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS *
PREPARE OPERATING INSTRUCTIO PROGRAMMER MANUAL A_CALYSiS II
8300.0805 115.2 / 8- 3-78 31
NONE
MAINTENANCE SERVICE COMPUTER ESUIF'MENT ONE-YEAR CONTRACT
_ / 9-I_-,8 52
_00.0815 115' _ o
NONE
TERMINAL RIBBONS SF'ADS PRINTER
8300.0816 115.2 / 9-18-78 53
NONE
PURCIRASE SPACE MASTER MICROFICI4E READER PRINTER 102610
8300.0825 523.3.1 / 10-10-78 34
NONE
F'ROVIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDS HTC
8300.0826 115.2 / i0-I -78 1
NONE
REPAIR DATAGRAF'HIX TERMINAL
8300.0829 115.2 / 10-13-78 24
NONE
LINE PRINTER RIBBON DATA F'RINTER
8300.0833 115.2 / 10-30-78 20
NONE






NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER: RJK
SUBJECT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODEREFERENCIb DOCUMfNTS
1,PREPARE OPERATING INSTRUCTIO PROGRAMHER MANUAL ANALYSIS II 8300.0805 115,2 I 8 578 _1NON[
2oMAINTENANCE SERVICE COMPUTER EQUIPMENT ONE-YEAR CONTRACT 8300.0815 115.2 I 91878 52NONE
3,TERMINAL RIBBONS SPADS PRINTER 8300o0816 115o2 I 91178 _3NONE
! 4.PURCHASE SPACE MASTER MICROFICHE READER PRINTER 102610 8300e0825 523°3.1 I 101_7_ _4NON[
5.PROVED[ ADDITIONAL FUNDS HTC 8300°0826 115,2 I lOll?_ 17! NOt_
6°REPAIR DATAGRAPHIX TERMINAL 8300,0829 115.2 / 101_?| _4NON_





_:_ _:5 _ ._:_:_,_,.'.>F:_ _ _ _:_ _ _:_:_ :_,_,I,'._ ;_..._7,"_")_,_-'._ _ _ _ _ 5.:_ _ • ;_"_ )K_ _ _ _.'.8<_ ,I.'._ ;_:_ _ _ _ )K,_,x_W<W_) ,_ _ 7:_">K)_"W<,_ _ _,I"._ _ )_:;__ _ W:
_;: WHO TO: REW,. W. E.
,_ SUBJECT _,
;t-. T""'_'":"''_'TTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE TNF'UT BATE-COBE ,,..'_", I F _-," I--F.,.
K"i--FERENCEt] BOCiJHENTS
FROF'OSETI MOIIIFICATI 2 AT_qITIONAL TECHNICAL SUF'F'ORT
MEMO =11:-454 &52 ,.,5,.1,8 / 8-30-78 7
CS"t F'RO 78-80&2
F'ROF'OSElq MOTIIFICATION MANUFACTURING • NOZZLE INSERT BILLETS
MEMO #.-455 &21.& / o_ 8-78 30
NONE
T.ASK-ASSGN _5 ABBITIONAL EFFORT F'ERIOB F'ERFORMANCE EXTENSION
MEMO _456 648.5.1 / 9-12-78 l&
NONE
IL-&8203A HAAF' STORAGE FACILITIES F:OCKET MOTORS r.--_-v,',=.L_-_,,TEN"
MEMO #457 1830 / 9-!9-7E; 1.7
NO."4E
REVZSEh F'ROF'OSAL CASTOR-IIA ROCKET MOTORS ASSOCIATED E_--FORT
MEMO _458 683.6.i.8 / 9-19-78 18
V19000/8NAS-328
F'KOCUREMENT ADDITIONAL ALTAIR-IIi ROCKET MOTOR
MEMO #459 683.6.i.8 / 9-20-78 24
vIgOOOiSNAS-327
SCOUT GL.IZBNACE SYSTEM
MEMO #460 681,6.].8 / 9-20-78 25
2-&5000i£L-113






..... ............... .. ....... .. ..... ......... .... .. ..... .......................................................................T Rru, w. E.WHO O:
SJhJ[CT . TYPE/LETTER NUHBER FIL£ SYST£H CODE DATE-CODE
_[FT_IhLI[) t_()CUMrN1S
Qi_tIttet_at_eb_t_ti_ttt_I_t_t_eitQIitt_ett_oeQ_Ii_tiQtittiitQoQRtitQottQitttt_QQQiIiQQ_QQ0QtQ_iQQQ___
X_PR(IPOSIrJ HI)DIFICAT] 2 ADDIT[ONAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT REHO 1_54 652.&mXe8 I 830TB 7
CSD PR() 7_-_062
2.PEOPOSIU MOOIF]CATION MANUFACTURING NOZZL[ INSERT BILLETS " HERO g€55 &21.& I 9 87B 30
N_NL
5°TASK-A_,SGN #5 ADDITIONAL [[FOR1 P[H[O_ PERFORHANC[ EXTFNSION HERO l_S& K48eSel I 9127| 1_
N_N[
_,L-_,B20_A itAAP STORAGE FACILITIES ROCKET MOTORS REQ-_XT[N MEmO #457 1830 I _1_T8 17
N(_NE
LO
r_ 5,_[VIS[[) PHOPOSAL CASTOR-]IA EOCKFT MOTORS ASSOCIATED EFFORT R[HO 1_58 613.6.1e8 I 11176 11
I _'lgO00/RNAS-32B
6.FEOCURiH[NT ADDITIONAL ALTAIR-Ill ROCKET mOTOR REHO g_59 _83.601e8 I _078 24
_]9000/_NAS-_2T







_ . DOCUMENT DATE_ ii- 0-78 W
SUBJECT
TYF'E!LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INF'UT'DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
SCOUT F'ROJECT MANAGEMENT REPORT
REPORT 576 / ii- 7-78 13
NONE
FLIGHT PROJECTS DIRECT MANPOWER
REPORT 540.i / 11-21-78 18
NONE
RESOURCES AUTHORITY WARRANT LRC-MSO F'ERSONNEL VAFB FY-1979
R. A. W. FORM5OGA 509.2 / Ii-29-'78 19
NONE





............................ . .... _______________________________________________________________________________`______________
DOCUMENT DATE: -0-7811
SU_JFCT TYPEILETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEN CODE DATE-C_O[
klZFEKINLIL IJ()[UMENIS
iRm_tttm_tIm_ttmtttitt_tm_it_ttottttiQt_R_it_t_tRttt_tttQ_iiQ_iQt_tt_ttQttQ_Q_tQt_QtQRiRQititQi_QitQt_Q___
].SCOUT PROJLC[ MANAGEMENT RLPORT REPORT 576 _ _1 7_8 _
NgNF
2.F:.IGHT PROJECTS DIR[CT MANPOWER REPORT 5_0,1 I 11_17B 18
NQN_













TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TRANSMITTAL E0-51158 (EGSE) REL-SF'EC 305-459 APPROVAL
2-94000/8L-4190 682.4.2 / 11- 2-78 14
NONE
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT REFLECTING EXF'ENDITURES THROUGH 10/1/78
2-65000/8L-150 682o11,5 / ii- 2-78 19
NONE
TASK-R-120 ALGOL-IIC MOTOR.SFIELF-LIFE EXTENSION FLIGHT WORTHINESS
SL-36_OiAAO 682/R / ii- 2-78 5
NONE
TASK-R-IS AF'F'ROVAL SEI-4278 STORAGE BASE-IO PCM-SIGNAL CONDITIONING
$-a422iCSL 302.7 / ii- 2-78 7
2-94000/8L-4117
TASK-R-90 AF'F'ROVAL TASK SUMMARY BURST COUF'ON TEST
S-4425iBEG 682.5,1 / ii- 2-78 8
2-94000/8L-4140
TASK-R-44 AF'F'ROVAL THIOKOL ANTARES III DOCUMENT TEST-F'LAN
S-4426iDEG. 682,15,3 / II- 2-78 ?
2-94000/8L-4139
TASK-R-90 AF'F'ROVAL 23DIR2071 RESULTS BURST COUPON TESTS
S-4427iDEG 302,2 / II- 2-78 i0
2-94000/8L-4136





_iIt_itt_6_t_t_tti_ti_ititi_tttotm_ttItitttiie_ototiet_totQe_ttiitttttottt_iitti_QQftiItQQti_otQttiQQiQtQQQQQQ__ CONTRICT NUMBER: NASI-15100
SU_,IFCT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTER CODE ' DATE-CODEREFiRENCfD DOCUmeNTS
IoTR_NSMlllAL FO-_115_ (EGSE) REL-SP[c 305-459 APPROVAL 2-9400018L-4190 682ele2 INO_E 11 271 1_
2.F|NANCIAL MANAGLMENT REPORT R[FLEC1]NG EXPENDITURES THROUGH 101117R 2-65000/8L-150 682,11,5 I 11 2T_ 19O L
3.TASK°R-J20 ALGOL-IIC MO]OR SHELF-LIFE EXTENSION FLIGHT WORTHINESS SL-36601AAO 6821R I 11 271 5NGNE
_=TASK-R-]8 APPROVAL SE1-4278 STORAGE BASE-IO PCM-SIGNAL CONDITIONING S-4422/CSL 302=7 I 11 27_ 7I 2-94000/BL-4117
o'_ 5eTA_K-R-90 APPROVAL TASK SUMMARYBURST COUPON TEST S-442510EG 682.5,1 I 11 271 II 2-Q4000/BL-4140
6.TASK-R-44 APPROVAL THIOKOL ANTARES IXI DOCUMENT TEST-PLAN S-4_261DE6 682,15,3 I 11 I?$ 92-9_000/BL-4]_9





, W.A. NUMBERIID COBE:. 3525 *
SUBJECT *
, TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
, REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TRANSMITTAL SOP-INTERIM CHANGES ICN¢-1-202
2-94000/8L-4214 / 11- 8-78 2
NONE
GIDEF' ALERT STATUS WORK SHEETS REVISED F'AGES ONLY
2-94000/8L-4215 / ii- 8-78 "_
NONE
23DIR2001 F'RE-FLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS GUIDANCE F'ROGRAM S-202C
2-94000/8L-4216 302.2 / Ii- 8-78 4
NONE
CHANGE REQUEST MONTHLY STATUS REF'ORT ENDING 10/31/78
2-94000/8L-4218 / ii- 9-78 6
NONE
TRANSMITTAL DE0-50733 (ELEC) AGNST-DWG 23-002085 REV-Y
2-94000/8L-4219 681.22 / II- 9-78 7
NONE
SEI'4127 25-SERIES E-SECTION F'RE-SHIPF'ING SPECIAL INSPECTION 10/27/78
2-94000/8L-4220 302.7 / ii- 9-78 8
NONE
2-94000 8R-26 SEMI-MONTHLY NARRATIVE STATUS PRESENTATION
2-94000/8L-4165 881.Ii.i / Ii- 9-78 13
NONE






W.A, NUMBER/ID CODE: 3525
SUB,J[CT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODE.9_F[i_EN(Itl, [_OCUHFNTS
[,T_ANSMITIAL LOP-INTI_IH CHANGES ICN_-I-202 2-9400018L-_214 I _1 _8NO_f[
2,G]DtP ALINT STATUS _OHK SHLITS REVISED PAGES ONLY 2-9400018L-4215 I _ 878 3NO_
3,23DIR200! PRE-FLIGHT SEQUENCE EVENTS GUIDANCE PROGRAM S-202C 2-94000/8L-4216 302.2 I [I BfB 4NOEl,;
I 4_CHANGE REQUEST MONTHLY STATUS REPORT ENDING 10131/78 2-9_00018L-4218 / 11 978NONE
LO
CO
5,TRANSHITTAL DEU-50733 (ELEC) AGNST-DUG 23-002085 REV-Y 2-9400018L-4219 681e22 I 1[ 978 7
a NO_E
6,SE1-4127 25-SERIES E-SECTION PRE-SHIPPING SPECIAL INSPECTION 10127/7B 2-940001BL-4220 302,7 / _1 _78NOHE







AUTHOR/SOURCE" KEYNTON, R. J. *
_ SUBJECT
TYF'E/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM COBE INPUT T_ATE-CODE *"
REFERENCED T_OCUMENTS ..... ,_, , , ,_
PURCHASE ORDER-SCOLI ANALYSIS II-FINAN REPORTING PROGRAM WYLE-LAB
MEMO 115.2 / 8- 3-78 11
NONE
SELECTION MICPOFICHE READER PRINTER SF'O
MEMO 535.7 / 10-10-78 29
NONE
FLIGHT SCOUT S-201C HCMM
MEMO 131-201 / 10-17-78 ii
AWARD PLAN 71277
TASK-D LATE SUBMISSION S-201 FINAL FLIGHT REPORT
S-4238!RJK 131-201 / 8-30-78 i0
2- 74000./8T- 1 =-'2
TASK-D APPROVAL S-201 FINAL FLIGHT REPORT
S-4356./RJK 131-201 / 10-16-78 3
2-94000/8L-4024






1111... .......... . .... . ...... ..1 ....... ________________________________________________________________________________________
AUIHOR/SOURCE=YNTONtK[ R, J,
SUBdECT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODE
_EFERENC[ll IJeLIJP[NTS
Q_titt_itti_titiii_iiittttttitmti_tttiitti_tQtitiQitittittiiittttitiQtitt_QtQ_iQtti_tiQRQ_iiiiQtQQ_QmtQQQQiQtQQQQ_QItQiQQQQ
i.FUkCHASI ONLLR-SCOU ANALYSIS II-FINAN REPORTING PROGRAM WYLE-LAB MEMO 115,2 / 8 378 11
NONE
2,SELECTIGN MICkOFICHE READER PRINTER SPO MEMO 535,7 I 2O&OT6 2_
[iOkE
3,FLIGHT SCOUT S-2OIE HCMM MEMD 131-201 # 1015TS 11
AWARD PLAN 71277I
f
_,TASK-D LATE SUBMISSION S-20I FINAL FLIGHT REPORT S-_2381RJK 131-_01 / 83078.10-.J
o
0 2-_4000/8T-|52








DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER: 2-94000/8L-4270 *
, SUBJECT *
, TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TASK SUMMARY SAGE SPACECRAFT RELATED EFFORT 11/21/78
2-94000/8L-4270 &82.5ol / 11-27-78 13
NONE







kFFFH_N_II: L_UCUrrNTS TYPE/LETTER NUNBER. FILE SYSTEH CODE DATE-COO[









, INPUT DATE: 10-31-78
, SUBJECT ,
, TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM COBE INPUT BATE-CODE *
, REFERENCEB BOCUMENTS
.... _._ ._ *****************************************************************_*********_*,_.*_*_.**_.
NASA-BEFENSE PURCHASE REQUEST 11-BRISTOL SEVEN-BAY TEMPERATURE RECORBING
L-68203A 800.1 / 10-31-78 17
NONE
NASA-BEFENSE PURCHASE REQUEST RANGE SERVICE FY-1979
L-86492A 800,1 / 10-31-78 18
NONE
NASA-DEFENSE PURCHASE REQUEST MAGSAT RANGE SERVICE FY-1979
L-86493A 800.1 / 10-31-78 19
NONE
wASA-BEFENSE F'URCHASE REQUEST FUNBING-FYn1979 UTILITY REQUIREMENTS
L-86474A 800.1 / 10-31-78 20
NONE





• . ..... , ......... ... ...... . .......... ........................ .... ...........................,...............................,..
INPUT io-_i-_DATE:
tUI,,I[CT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE'COD(
_LFIR[NLL(' [_[JLUI4[NTS
I.NA:.A-DL_I_SE PURCHASE REQUEST I1-URISTOL SEVEN-DAY TEMPERATURE RECORDING L-68203A BO0,l I 103178 17
NONL
2.N_A-DIFENSE PURCHASE REQUEST RANGE SERVICE FY-1979 L-B6492A 800,1 I 10317B 18
NONE
"3.NASA-DIFENS[ PURCHASE REQUEST MAGSAT RANGE SERVICE FY-1979 L-B6493A BOO,1 I I0317& I_NGNEI










TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE
I REFERENCEDDOCUMENTS
WFC INCORPORATION E0-51380 S-202
TWX @20"88 .131-202 / 11-22-78 2
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION SEI_EO S-202 .....
TWX @2087 131-202 / 11-22-78 3
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION E0-50655 S-202
TWX _2096 131-202 / 11-22-78 4
NONE
WFC INCORPORATION E0-50200 50201 51498 0N-S-202








_U_JLCT TYPE/LETTER NUHBER FILE $YSTEH CODE OAT[-COD(
_tt_tR_t_t_t_ttR_t_t_t_t_t_ttttt_t_t_ttttt_t_tttt_t_tt_tttt_t_t_ttttt_tttttttt_ttttt_tt_t_t_tt_
I,WF_ INCORPORATION E0-51380 S-202 lwX B2088 131-202 I 11_76
NONE
2°WF_ INCORPORATION srI&[O s-2o2 T_X _2087 131-202 / _218
NO_E
3.WFC INCORPORATION E0-50655 S-202 T_X #2096 131-202 I 11227_ 4
NONE
,,..i









TYF'E/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INF'UT DATE-CODE *
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
TASK-R-121 ALTAIR IIIA EXIT CONE INVESTIGATION
TWX 682/R / II-1378 1
NONE
MAGSAT HE_T_HIEL[ CLEARANCE
S-4367/LRT 243.3 / Ii- 1-78 2
NONE
L-68203A SHIPMENT ALGOL-II ROCKET MOTORS
S-4423!PEE 1830 / Ii- 1-78 3
NONE
TASK-R-45 ANTARES III-CASE STRUCTURAL TEST"
S-4424iEEH &82//R / ii- 1-78 4
2-51!00/8R-23063
TRANSMITTAL VOUGHT WORK AUTHORIZATIONS
2-94000/8L-4185 / ii- 1-78 5
NONE
TASK-R-18E F'CM TELEMETRY PACKAGE DEVELOF'MENT
= , " 1!- 1-78 11SL-36_4, AAO 682/R x
SL-3716/AAO 2-94000/8T-181 2-94000/8T-171
VC/VAFB OPERATIONS DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 1:[/1/78
TWX 403.9 / i!- 1-78 16
NONE




..... , ...... , .... ,,,.,,, .............. .,,, ............ *************************************************************************
MAIL _/A/U_ VL
_UI_,J_CT TYPEILETTER NUNBER FILE SYST[N COD[ DATE-CODE
RfFiH[h(_I[' [IUCUMiNTS
te_tot_tt_tQtii_ttiQtttQt_tIttteeoQ_eo_ttIitQttiitttottoeQti_ototQtti_tittoItQtettQRt_ttoittitQttt_tt_QQQQQtQQtOtQttQtQtQQQi
I.TA:,K-E-I,'I ALTAIR IlIA EXIT CON[ INVESTIGATION TWX 6821R I 11 178 [NON[
2,MA(,_AT HEATSHIELD CLEARANCE S-43671LRT 243.3 I 1| 178 2
NONF
3.L-hh203A SHIPMENT ALGOL-IZ ROCKET MOTORS S-44231PEE 1830 I 11 178 3NONF
I
; 4,TASK-H-4t_ ANTARES III-CASE STRUCTURAL TEST S-442q/EEH 68211R I 11 1TI 4
2-511001_R-23063
I
5.TRANSMITTAL VOUGHT WORK AUTHORIZATIONS 2-9400018L'4185 I 11 111 S
NONE
6,TASK-_-I_i" PCH TELERETR¥ PACKAGt D[VELOPNENT SL-3654/AAO 6821R I 11 17| _1
_L-3716/AAO 2-94000/8T-1HI 2-9_000/RT-171






ACTION DUE DATE _-
SUBJECT
.i TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE INPUT DATE-CODE _.
_: AUTHOR :" SOURCE RESF'ONSIBLE ENGINEER DUE DATE
TRANSMITTAL VOUGHT-SOP MARK-UPS @M818-15 F'ROCEDURE._6-3-13
2-94000/8L-42!7 409.1 / 11- 9-78 5
HORNE, R, C. TLO 12- 4-78 \
23DIRI996 F'RE-FLIGHT WEIGHT REPORT S-202 PAYLOAD SAGE
2-9400C,/8L-4227 302.2 / 11-15-78 2
URASH, R, G. RJK 12-11-78
23SIR2079 F'RE-FLIGHT WIND RESTRICTIONS S-202-SAGE MISSION 11/6/78
2-94000./8L-4228 302,2 / 11-15-78 3
URASH, R. G. RJK 1_.-11-78
23DIR2080 F'RE-FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM SETTINGS HYDROGEN F'EROXIDE
2-94000./8L-4 _9_._ 302. _. / - Ii- L5-78 4
URASH, R. G. RJK 12-11-78
TRANSMITTAL E0-51169 (GUID) REL-SF'ECS AF'F'ROVAL
2-94000/8L-4233 •681.4 / 11-15-78 5
HORNE, R, C, DMF 12-ii-78
SCOUT SYSTEMS R&D TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
2-_5000/8T-3 682/R-120 / 11-16-78 5
URASH, R. G. JVC ii-30-78
E0-51!57 (RCS) REL-SF'EC 304-600A AMEND-_2 FOR APPROVAL
2-9_000/8L-4243 681.4.1 / 11-21-78 6
HORNE, R. C. TLO 12-11-78
3-!5000./5R 240 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 11/1/78
o_ _ / 11-21-78 7'n-_4000/_. . 4245 681._
URASH, R, G. CWW 12-12-78
E0-5!377 (F'ROF') AGNST-DWGS FOR APPROVAL
2-q4000/SL-4247 681022 / i1-21-78 9
HORNE, R, C, RF'F' 12-12-78
TASt:,-F'LAN.MAGSAT SF'F'CECRAFT RELATED EFFORT
_._-94uOO/b__ 4250 682°5 1 / II-22-78 15
HOR_'E, R. • TLO 12-15-78
TR,NS,.I. H- EO S-AGNST DF:AWING FOR APPROVAL
n-94C.OO/SL-4260 682 9-_ / 11-27-70 8
HORNE, R. C. DMF -___nL___ ,,_
FIGORE 37
_ 1 no _




SUBJECT TYPE/LETTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE DATE-CODE
_THO_ / SOURCE RESPONSIUL[ ENGINEER DATE-DUE>
|eTRANSNITTAL VOUGHT-SOP HARK-UPS IH818-15 PROCEDURE 1&-3-33 2-q4000/BL-q217 4U9.1 / 11 978 ' 5
HIW_NE, Re C. TLO 12 _78
|,_DIA|O96 PRE-FLIGHT WEIGHT REPORT S-201 PAYLOAD SAGE _-9_00018L,4227 302.2 / 11157B 2
_ASHI Re 60 RJK 121178
3.2$DIRI079 PRE-FLIGHT MIND RESTRICTIONS S-202-SAGE MISSION 11/8/78 2-94000/8L-4228 302.2 / 111578 3
! URA_HI Re 6* RJK 121178
4*_$DIR_O80 PHI-FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEN SETTINGS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE 2-9_000/8L-4229 302.2 I 111578
URASHI R* O* RJK- 122178
I
|tTIA_iNITTAL [0"5111_ (6UlO) REL-SPECS APPROVAL 2-9400018L-4233 _81.4 I 111578 5
"HOR"[I Re C* DHF 121178
-4r VII€OUT SYST[N| R&O TECHNICAL RANAGEflENT 2-6500016T-3 6821R-120 / 111678 5
'• t_AGHe Re e. : JVC 1130TB
"_£e'El|67 IRCI) R(L'BPE¢ |04-600A AflENDI_ FOR APPROVAL 2-9400018L-_243 681.4.1 t 11|1T1' 6
_[i R, C* TLO 121278.
_3"l_lOIISM |40 CB_IQUflATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 1111178 2-94000/8L'_245 b81.22 # " 112178 T
UIA_Ho Re O* CWW 12117B
!l_O-_l|T7 (PROP) AONBT-DMSS FOR APPROVAL 2-OqOOO/GL-4247 681.22 # 112178 _.
H_HtN[o Re Co RPP 121278
It.TASK-PLAN NAGSAT SPPCECRAFT RELATED EFFORT 2-9400018L-_256 682.5.1 / 112278 15
HORN[I fie * TLO 121578
111TRANSHITTAL [OiS'AGNST DRAWING FOR APPROVAL 2-9_00018L-_2_0 682*22 / 112778 8






Outputsresultingfromthe SEARCHmode are a speciallistingof
documentrecordsfoundcontaininga desireddata item. Theseoutputsare
printedon the userterminaland on the highspeedprinter. All outputs
are identicalregardlessof wherethe recordsare displayed.All outputs






SCOUT TRAJECTORY DATA ILLUSTRATI QUATERNION GUIDANCE EFFECTS
(2) DIRIREPORT NUMBER (_) REVISION
23DIR1992 REV A











PRELIMINAR WEIGHT DATA ADVANCED SCOUT CONFIGURAT
(2} DIRIREPORT NUMBER (8) REVISION
23DIR1099
(3) DOCUMENT DATE (9) REVISION DATE
8-19-7C O- O- 0
(4) SYSTEM
MECH








Outputs producedwhile operating within the drawing or engineering
order subftle may result during two modes: INPUTand SEARCH.
5.3.1 INPUTMODEFOR DRAWING/E.O.
Outputresultingfromthe INPUTmode is a specialmessagedisplayed
on the user terminalregardingthe statusof a partaiculardrawingsheet.
This occurswhileinputtinga new engineeringorderon a drawingsheet. If
the sheethasthreeor more E.O.'salreadyassigned,one of threepossible






WARNING!!! SHEET@ .2. 0 FOR DRAWING 23 000087
NOW HAS'FOUR E.O.'S
MESSAGE #2
ATTENTION!!! SHEET_ 2. 0 FOR DRAWING 23 000087
NOW HAS THE MAXIHUH ALLO_ABLE OF FIVE E.O.'S
MESSAGE _,!3
ATTENTION!!! IMPORTANT!!!. REVISION PASTDUE!! IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED!!
SHEET# 1, 0 FOR DRAWING 23 000469 NOW HAS 7 E.O._S
FIGURE 40
5.3,2 SEARCHODEFOP.DRAWING/E,O.
Outputsresultingfromthe SEARCHmode are a speclalllstlng
of drawingor drawingrelatedrecordsfoundcontaininga desireddata
item. Theseoutputsare printedon the userterminaland on the highspeed
printer. All printeroutputscontaina headerindicatingthe data itembeing
searchedand a descriptionof the otherdata itemsto be displayed.All
drawingterminaloutputsare displayedthe samewaywith no headersusing
twooptions: Briefand Complete.The briefoutputonlyliststhe E.O.'sfor
a drawingsheetwhereasthe completeoutputalsogivesadditionalinformationabout
each E.O. See Figure41 for briefsample. See Figure42 for completesample.
Terminaloutputsfor engineeringordersearchesvaryin the displayof one field,
VEHICLENUMBER(S).The printall and E.O.numbersearchesdo displaythe
vehiclenumber. See Figure43. The E.O.vehiclesearchdoes not displaythe
vehiclenumberbecauseit doesnot needto be repeated. See Figure44.
The highspeedprinterdrawingoutputalso hasthe sametwo
options: Briefand Complete.Figure45 exhibitsa drawingtitlesearch
withthe briefoptionand Figure46 showsthe samesearchwith the complete
option. Figures47 through55 showall otherprinteroutputsusingthe brief
option.








ADAF'T RING TRANS SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 0000'39 DATE 10-27-78
SHEET% 1 REV D
1. V24818
2. DRAWING TITLE
BUSHING HOIST RING TRAN SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000119 DATE 10-27.78
SHEET# 1 REV D
1. V31123
3. DRAWING "TITLE
STUD HOIST RING TRAMS SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000121 DATE 10-27-78
SHEET_ 1 REV C
4. DRAWING TITLE
RING AFT ATTACH TRANS SECTB
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000122 DATE 10-27-78








ADAPT RING TRANS SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000039 DATE 10-27-78
SHEET_ 1 REV D
1, V24818 REV NC 10-27-78
2, DRAWING TITLE
BUSHING HOIST RING TRAN SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000119 DATE 10-27-78
SHEET_ 1 REV D
1, V31123 REV A 10-27-78
3, DRAWING TITLE
STUD HOIST RING TRANS SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000121 DATE 10-27-78
SHEET_ 1 REV C
4, DRAWING TITt.E •
RING AFT ATTACH TRANS SECT B
DRAWING NUMBER 23 000122 DATE 10-27--78
SHEET_ 1 REV C











1. E.O. NUMBER: V40044 E.Oo REV NC DATE 10-27-78
2. E.O. NUMBER: V39092 E.O. REV NC DATE 10-27-78
3. E.O. NUMBER: V50505 E.O. REV NC DATE 10-27-78.
4. E.O. NUMBER: V39091 E.O. REV NC DATE 10-27-78
5. E.O. NUMBER: V51311 E.O. REV NC DATE 10-27-78




1. ADAPT RING TRANS SECT B 23 000039 10"27"78
S,_ETn 1 REV D
I. V2_BIH
I
2, BUSHING HOIST RING TRAN SECT B 23 000119 I0"27"T8
Po SHEET_ ! REV D
o I. V31123
I
_, STUI} HOIST RING TRANS SECT B 23 000121 10-27-78
SHEET_ 1 REV C
_. RING AFT ATTACH TRANS SECT B 23 000122 10-|7-1|






DRAWING TITLE SEARCH RING: SECT B
DFAWIrJG TITLf DRAWING NUMBER -OAT[
-'HFIT _.UMf_ER
L,(!. NVMI]ER DATF E,O, TITLE
t• t R m t_ m• t•t Ik •O • tlwet i tttt t_ttt • t t ViVl t Ik ttlt •tie t t t t _t ttt ttVlVh tvl tt_tttt _ Q till Ill IZ ttk ttktk VllVkQ t IlxItk Q Iklllktl t t t t i_ t Q t ttt fQQQ e/Q• glttiilk Qlk I_
1. _(_APT RING TRANS S[CT B 23 000039 10-27-78
Stl[fTn I RZV D
1. V24B18 RZV NC 10-27-78
2. PUSHING HOIST RING TRAN SECI b 23 000119 10"27"78 "I
_hfETa I REV U
--' 1, V31123 RFV A 10-27-7_I'O
,,,,..,J
I
3, STUD HOIST RING TRANS SECT B 23 000121 10-27-78
SHE[TI 1 REV C
€. RING AFT ATTACH TRANS SECT B 23 000122 10-27-78
SHEETn I REV C
1, V40081 -REV NC 10-27-78
FIGURE46
DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: DRAWINGPRINT ALL SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
1. fiN _:,SY BASE Stel A 2_ 000021 10-27-78




..... ... _. V50313
_,, VS12&5
_. V_,lO01
! SH[ITt 2 RtV S
1. V3_535
I_ 2. Vb03)3
r_ SHEET= 3 RI:V S
i 1. V3_535
2. V50313
SHEETP 4 RFV S
1. V3_535
;. V_0313
stl[r T_ 5 RlV S
1, V3qb35
2, V50313
2, 51RtJCT ASSY TKAN$ LMR h 23 000026 10-27-78
SHELTg 1 R[V U
l, V36559
2. V34519
SH_FT_ 2 R_V U
I. V3655q
5HEE]_ 3 RI'V U
I. V36559




DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: ACTION DUE SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
1. FIN ASSY I_AS[ SECT A 23 000021 10-27-78







(._ 2. COMPONENTS INST TLM _ASE SECT A 23 000097 10-27-78







3. SYS INST 2ND ST RCS TRAN O UPPR 23 000469 ll-lT_T|














_Rt_Qt_QttIwBmiDia_Itmtt_Q_*mtmtj_jQttIttttItmotmttt_t_t_o_ttIimttoot_tiQittttiIe_ttittttttQtQIDmo_BQBtBQottgoeQQ_QQ_DRAWING NUMI]tR S_ARCH : 23 000_72DFA; ] t;,, IITL!
SHii X r_b,,I _ DRAWING NUNBER OAT[
m_Wm_m_mm_mm_W_m_m__m_W_m_m_WW_mmWW_mmm_mW_m_Wm_WWW_m_W_W_W_W_Wm_W_WWm_W__W_W_WWWW_
1. ]NSTI(LJMENTATION INST 3RD ST RCS
SHIE. T_ 1 H£V V 23 000472 10-27-70
2. D2_391
SHLET# 1. 1 RE'V V
1, V_OOqP
SHC[T_ '2 RFV V
I 1. V_O0_
SHEET_ 2, 1 R[V Vr_
4:=, 1. V_00_
SH[£T_ 3. 2 _[V V
! I. V_OOq_
SFIE_Tn 7 RFV V
I. V400_H




1. SAMPLE DRAWING USING SECTION AND SYSTEM qO1 00001 12- 1-7U
SHEET# 1 REV
2, SAMPLE DRA_ING USING SYSTEM :MANUEL INPUT _01 000002 12- 1-78






DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: DRAWINGSYSTEM SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
I. S_MPL[ _RAWING USING SECTION AND SYSTEM 401 00001 12- 1-78
SHF! T_ Z RLV








DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: DRAWING VEHICLESEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
14: t6 |1/30178
• ,.,.,., ...... ,. ...... ___.._''::''_:::_:'_:_:::_.___.._._..._._........_.._._..
VLnlLL_ _LAK_M ; _UZ




l, SICI AShY P/L INTERFACE 23 003082 10-27-78
Sh[tT_ ] RCV A
St+t_fTn _ R(V A
1, Vb136,_
I ,. MOO INSTL 25 SERIES SAOE PIL 23 004523 10-27-78
_HEETJ 1 REV NC
Po 1, V5059!
I
_, UM[_ CABLE ASSY-HCMM/SAGE SC 331 39724 10-27-78
SHEITn ] RZV A
1, V51457
4. SAGf_ P/L TEST CABLCS 331 39734 10-27-78

















1. RADAR B[AC ASSY S RADAR B KIT _01 00411 10-27-78
SHE[T8 1 REV NC
2t B[AC RADAR CVRT 6B_618_61C 401 01331 10-27-78
SHE[T_ 1 R[V A
I
3, COMP ASSY TLN PK6 INSTR _01 01500 10-27-78
...J
PO SH[ETI 1 R(V G
1. V2796_
I
4. SCHEH COHP ASSY TLH PKG _01 01b01 t0-27-78
SH[ETI 1 REV B
SH[[TB 2 R[V C
SHEETS 3 R[V 8
1, V19033
5. RADAR D(ACON ASSY 401 01861 IO-|T-?D
Sfl(ET| 1 REV A
6e BATT CASE RADAR BEAC KIT €01 01862 10-_Y-78
SHEET| 1 REV A.
7. RACK SCO KT6 R[VORK 401 0335€ 10-27-78
SH[ETg 1 R(V B
1. V07150
FIGURE54
DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: DRAWINGE.O. NUMBERSEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
i. B;TT[RY SIMULATOR C SECT 321 00076 10-27-78






c,_ 20 T[SI |_ATTIRI[S TRANS O 321 00077 10-27"78










DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: E.O.PRINTALL SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
:', (_3721,t_ RI V NC I0-:'7-7b
3, V3_&:I RIV _C 10-27-78
_, VSO313 RLV NC 10-77-7R
I
5, V512t._ _LV NC 10-27-78
..,..i
oo
•-, 6, V510_1 RZV NC 10-27-78
I
7, V3_Sb9 KLV NC 10-27-78
8, V3_519 R_V NC 10-27-78
9° V2_R15 RiV NC 10-27-78
_0. V248.1_ kLV NC 10-27-78
11, V_OO80 k[V NC 10-27-78
12. V32206 R_V NC " 10-27-78
13, V374&7 REV NC 10-27-78
14, V505_3 REV NC 10-27-78
15, V50_19 k[V NC 10-27-76
_&o V515_2 R_V NC 10-27-78
t7. V3978_ RL'V NC 10-27-76
zs. v_o_ _v A Z0-27-78 FIGURE56
DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: E.O.NUMBERSEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT







DRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER: E.O. VEHICLE SEARCH: PRINTEROUTPUT
14: 23 11/30/78
nt_tta_em_ett_mm_m_tt_imttit_tttttD_ttiitiQtiit_et_e_tQe_tt.to_etQttti_tttQttitQtI_ttW_tBitttQQQQiQQstiQoQ_QQQ
F,O, v[H]CLE SEARCH 201
_ .(). NII_I_[._ nATr _°0, TITLE
1, v_o0_ H_V NC 10-27-7_ ..
2. V_'."_O_ ' REV NC 10-27-7_
_, VbObOb R[V NC I0-27-7R
_, V_'_O_Z REV NC 10-27-7_




The fo11owingis a glossaryof terms,abbreviations,and acronyms
used in the OperatingInstructionManual.
ARCHIVE To saveor put awaydata no longerneededor used
DATA BASE A collectionor setof datafiles_records.
DATA ITEM A Subdivisionof a data record_for example;authorand





FIELDS See Data Item
FILE Storagearea to placeand keepdatafor lateruse




HOUSEKEEPING Processby whichthe computerperformsprograminstructions




INPUT To place data into a file
LOGIN Userprocessof beingidentifiedto the Computerfor
furtheroperation
MECH Mechanical
MESSAGE A specialnotedisplayedon the terminalto the userby
the computerprogram
MGS Mechanicalgroundsupportequipment
MODE A typeof taskfor a specificjob.
OUTPUT To showor displaydata
PERF Performance




RECORD A subdivision ofa f(le consisting of a set of data
items from a document.
REVISE Tochangeor modifydata.
RF Radiofrequencyfor telemetrysystem
SEARCH To findor locatea specificset of data;records.





SPOOLED Processby whichthe computertransfersa specialoutput
fileto the printerfor a printout.
SUBFILE A part or subdivisionof a file
TERMINAL A devicewith typewriterkeysusedto communicate
with thecomputer.
USER Any personinitiatinginteractionwith the computer
W.A. Workauthorization.
- 136 -


